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Abstract 

Keflavík International airport aims to serve as a transfer airport cross the North Atlantic 

between Europe and America, as the airport’s offers quick transfer times. Due to these quick 

transfer times at KEF the on-time performance at KEF is affected. In this research the 

methodology of business process management was used. Business process management 

involves identifying current issues in the process, managing chains of event, activities and 

decisions that increase business and customer value. Business process management’s 

purpose is to improve overall quality in the process, of a product and service. The aim of this 

research is to improve the current transfer passenger process at KEF by using the 

methodology of business process management. The current status of transfer passenger 

process at KEF was observed and analyzed and suggestions for improvements were 

presented. Few of the suggestions for improvements were then implemented and the 

performance measured used in this research before and after implementation was the total 

transfer passenger time at KEF from arrival to departure. The majority of issues in the current 

process could be linked to methods performed by the airport or airlines as well as material, 

mainly the airport facilities. The results of this research were the total transfer time measured 

before and after improvements made to the process. The expected impact from this research 

and improvement recommendations is a better overview of the complete transfer passenger 

process at KEF and more efficient transfer operation at KEF. 

Útdráttur 

Keflavíkurflugvöllur er alþjóðaflugvöllur með þá stefnu og markmið að vilja stækka við sig 

og efla tengiflug í norður Atlantshafinu, milli Evrópu og Bandaríkjanna. Staðsetning 

flugvallarins gerir það að verkum að hægt er að bjóða upp a snöggan tengitíma sem aftur á 

móti getur haft slæmar afleiðingar á stundvísi brottfara frá Keflavíkurflugvelli. Í þessari 

rannsókn var stuðst við aðferðafræði stjórnun viðskiptaferla. Stjórnun viðskiptaferla snýr að 

því að auka virði fyrirtækja og viðskiptavina í ferlinu ásamt því að stjórna keðju atburða, 

aðfanga og ákvarðana til að stuðla að auknu virði. Með stjórnun viðskiptaferla er unnið 

markvisst að því að greina ferlið, koma auga á mögulegar úrbætur og bæta gæði í gegnum 

allt ferlið. Markmið rannsóknarinnar er að nota tól stjórnun viðskiptaferla til þess að veita 

yfirsýn yfir ferli tengifarþega um flugvöllinn og nýta aðferðafræði viðskipaferlastjórnunar 

til þess að greina ferlið. Núverandi ferli tengifarþega var rýnt og tillögur að umbótum settar 

fram. Nokkrar af þeim tillögum sem voru settar fram voru innleiddar. Meirihluti vandamála 

í núverandi ferli mátti tengja við aðferðir bæði hjá flugvellinum og flugfélögum ásamt því 

að vera tengt efnum í ferlinu. Afurð verkefnis ásamt ferlariti tengifarþega um 

Keflavíkurflugvallar var mældur heldar tengitími farþega í gegnum Keflavíkurflugvöll fyrir 

og eftir umbætur. Vænt áhrif umbótanna er aukin þekking og skilvirkari ferli tengifarþega 

um Keflavíkurflugvöllinn. 
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1 Introduction 

In this chapter the guidelines for this thesis will be described. First the introduction and 

statement of motivation formulation are described. This is followed by the research aims and 

objectives, research questions, assumptions and limitation. Finally the structure of the thesis 

is outlined.  

Keflavík International airport (KEF) is the largest airport in Iceland, located in Reykjanes 

peninsula. The airport is the main international airport in Iceland. KEF’s goal is to serve as 

the center for connecting flights cross the North Atlantic, see location of KEF in Figure 1.1. 

As visible, KEF is ideally located to serve as a transfer airport between Europe and North 

America. The airports’ excellent location makes it easy to offer fast connection times 

between Europe and America, with the minimum transfer time possible. The operator of 

KEF is Isavia (Isavia, n.d.). 

As tourism is one of the three main industries in Iceland, the airport plays a key role in the 

Icelandic economy as it serves as a gateway for tourism in Iceland (Isavia, n.d.). Figure 1.1 

is an up to date route map for KEF. The circles in the map represent a route to and from 

KEF. The size of the circle represents the number of flights to a specific destination, the 

bigger the circle is more number of flights.  

 

Figure 1.1 Route map and location of Keflavík International Airport. 

The number of passengers KEF serviced in the year 2018 was 9.804.388 with a total of 

97.432 aircraft movements, both arrival and departure (Isavia, 2019). To gain a better 

understanding of how much the passengers numbers at KEF have grown over the last couple 

of years the passengers numbers in 2013 were only 3.209.861 with 61.132 aircraft 

movements, both arrival and departure (Isavia, 2013). In five years, the passenger numbers 
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have increased by 6.594.527 passengers. In 2018, around 40% of all passengers were transfer 

passengers (Isavia, n.d.). 

KEF, like all airport operations, has its struggles and problems that it needs to overcome on 

a daily basis. KEF is an airport that has grown very fast in the last couple of years and is 

operating at peak hours during high season, close to and even exceeding its capacity limits. 

Just a few of the daily problems that KEF faces are; passenger flow, disruptions, slot 

assignments and ground operation. On time performance (OTP) of an aircraft affects many 

processes at the airport such as passenger flow, slot assignment and ground operation and 

therefore it is important to manage OTP to prevent further disruptions at the airport 

(Zografos, Andreatta, & Odoni, 2013). 

KEF daily has two main traffic peak times for arrival and departure of scheduled passenger 

flights. KEF’s morning peak hour lasts from around 5 to 8 o’clock in the morning and the 

second peak hour of the day starts in the afternoon around 1 and lasts until 5 in the afternoon. 

Every airport has operational limits where the operational limits can be very diverse. Some 

airports have limitation on number of flights per hour, others in relation to their size and or 

location. KEF’s limit is for example the air traffic, which is limited by the number of gates 

available at the airport. All limitations at KEF affect the passenger flow in some ways.  

During the time of the research, two airlines had a hub in KEF which means that their main 

operations are at KEF and their operation is based on the concept that their aircrafts land 

around the same time and depart approximately one and a half hour later to be able to provide 

great transfer time for passenger. During peak hours at KEF the air traffic has exceeded the 

capacity limits of the airport. To accommodate the rapid increase in demand that KEF has 

faced over these last couple of years, KEF has built more bus gates, as it is much quicker 

and less expensive than building contact gates. 

1.1 Motivation Statement 

In 2018, and currently to this day, there is turbulence in the aviation industry. The Icelandic 

airlines that have a hub at KEF have not been doing as well as were predicted in correlation 

to the demand of seats. For KEF to be able to operate and become the center for transfer 

flights across the North Atlantic between Europe and North America the airlines must 

manage to keep offering connecting flights to and from KEF.  

The hub airlines and Isavia have been analyzing closely the on-time performance (OTP) to 

and from KEF and what processes at KEF could possibly be affecting the OTP. Transfer 

passenger process is often mentation as one of the factors that influence OTP at KEF. OTP 

has an effect on the operation at KEF, the stand allocation, bussing operation, runway and 

taxi efficiency just to name a few of the congested and very sensitive areas in KEF operation. 

Around 40% of hub airline passengers are transfer passengers, which means that if an arrival 

flight is late this could result in the transfer passenger missing their departure flight or it 

could affect the OTP of the departure flight. Managing an efficient and non-disruptive arrival 

flow is problematic and is a problem that most airports face and need to solve. It is a problem 

that has a snowball effect on what is to come in relation to the airport’s ground operations 

and passenger flows throughout the airport facilities. It has a direct effect on the airport cost 

and revenue (Schinwald & Hornung, 2014; Schmidt, 2017; Zografos et al., 2013). 
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The set up of the aircraft traffic banks at KEF means that the time between arrivals and 

departures is often around 30-90 minutes. All passengers that are connecting to another flight 

might have a very short time to disembark the arrival aircraft and embark the departing 

aircraft. Inefficient and disruptive arrival process increases costs for airports and airlines, 

reduces airport service quality and extends passenger transfer delay. Furthermore, it has a 

snowball effect on the on-time performance of departures. Therefore the airport must 

understand the transfer passenger process and identify all problem areas in the process and 

understand the transfer passenger time at KEF. The problems found in the transfer passenger 

processes are further described in chapter 2. 

1.2 Aim and Objectives 

The aim and objectives of this thesis are to examine and outline the entire transfer passenger 

process at KEF including the arrival flow of an aircraft process at KEF and to develop a 

business process model based on those outlines. Ground operations at airports will be 

researched - the arrival process in particular because of its snowball effect it has on airports, 

airlines, handling agents and the transfer passenger process. The aim is to develop a business 

process model and to identify the bottlenecks and issues in the transfer passenger process at 

KEF and calculate the cycle time for transfer passengers at KEF. 

1.3 Research Contribution and Questions 

The main contribution of this thesis is to provide a formal analysis of the arrival and transfer 

passenger process at KEF and introducing a new business model for the process at KEF. 

Additionally, a formal analysis of the bottlenecks in the transfer passenger process at KEF 

will be included and methods and steps proposed that can be taken to improve the transfer 

passenger process to attain a smoother and more efficient flow at KEF.  

The research questions the author looks to answer in this research are:  

• What is the current status of the transfer passenger process at KEF?  

o Is there a difference in the transfer passenger process at KEF when using 

 remote stands or contact stands?  

• What improvements can be made to the transfer passenger processes at KEF?  

• After implementing improvements how did that affect the transfer passenger process 

at KEF?  
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1.4 Assumptions and Limitations 

 Assumptions and limitations were made on the time a transfer passenger spends inside the 

terminal. The time for transfer passenger inside the terminal is only known in facilities such 

as the border control, secondary search and profiling where the throughput time is known. 

Transfer passenger walking time and way finding around the terminal is not as well known. 

As the focus was on the transfer passenger process once passengers disembark the aircraft, 

aircraft processing was not as thoroughly examined and the process from passenger 

embarking departure flight was not included. 

When observations and document gathering for this thesis is conducted there where two 

airlines operating with KEF as their hub airport. However, when this thesis is published there 

is only one operating hub airline at KEF.  

When analyzing smooth passenger flow and cycle time between airport facilities other 

factors need to be considered, such as passenger experience and the service level that the 

airport wants to aim for. In this research, however, the only focus is on analyzing the 

passenger transfer flow at KEF from start to finish and calculating the transfer passenger 

cycle time at KEF. Figures in thesis of KEF layout are from the airport operator Isavia.  

1.5 Thesis Structure 

Figure 1.2 visualizes the structure of this thesis.  

 

Figure 1.2 Thesis Structure. 

First chapter of the thesis, which has already been discussed, addresses the topic of the 

research question put forward. The next chapter is the literature review that first describes a 

ground airport operation for an arrival flight; it gives a general description of the arrival 

process and on ground operation as well as a general description on a transfer passenger 

process. All matters discussed in the literature review are based on theoretical literature and 

articles. Following, the methodology is described that was used for the research to answer 

the research question. In continuation of the methodology the background of KEF is 

described. Next follows the results chapters. Results from the analysis is put forward, 

analysed and described. The final chapter of the thesis is the conclusions and a discussion 

about what the results show, how next steps can be taken and a look to the future. 

Intruduction 
Literature 

Review
Methodology Background Results Conclusions 
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2 Literature Review 

In this chapter a literature review is conducted of ground airport operation and its main 

obstacles in transfer passenger process from arrival to departure is put forward. Following 

methods used in this research are described and all steps, rules and regulations in a business 

process management are explained. 

The literature review reflects the complete journey of transfer passengers. It starts with 

ground airport operations where the aircraft journey is explained, and transfer passenger 

terminal journey and passenger process are explained.  

2.1 Ground Airport Operations 

This chapter will explain ground operations at airport. In recent years there has been a rapid 

growth in air transportation all around the world. With this rapid growth, air traffic and 

airports all around the world are facing difficulties in keeping up with the demand, which 

has led to significant congestion in air traffic worldwide. Ground airport operation processes 

are the linkage between air routes and the airport’s operations. Recently, increased passenger 

numbers have made it vital for airport demand management to moderate air traffic 

congestion if the wish is to be able to accommodate and service all the passengers. The 

airports also must make continuous advancement in every part of the ground operations, and 

focus on customer needs, the passenger’s comfort and reliability of the processes (Gillen, 

Jacquillat, & Odoni, 2016; Schmidt, 2017; Zografos et al., 2013). 

Advancements to the overall ground operation can, for example, be reached with control 

over slots at the airports or with optimizing the runway or gate assignments. For airports it 

is not only a matter of being able to accommodate all these passengers and scheduled flights 

and meeting the demand, but it is also very costly for airports to have a congested airport. 

Therefore, an efficient flow of materials, aircrafts and passengers is highly important for a 

smooth airport operation. Congestion at airports affect flight schedules, flight delays, 

cancellations and it can also have the effect that transfer passengers miss their departure 

flight. This can lead to compensation costs and many other cost factors can be linked directly 

to congestions at airports (Gillen et al., 2016; Schmidt, 2017; Zografos et al., 2013). 

Ground operation at airports is the center point of all scheduled passenger flights at airports, 

including where passengers embark and disembark the aircraft, baggage is handled, aircrafts 

are fueled and cleaned and so much more. An airport must have both an airside and a landside 

element for it to be able to provide all necessary facilities to operate passengers’ flights. 

Figure 2.1 shows what elements are necessary. The landside process starts when passengers 

arrive at the curb landside, followed by passengers proceeding to check in and to drop off 

any luggage they might have. Next step for the passengers is the security check. Once they 

have gone through the security check an airside process starts. The airside process often 

includes a duty-free shopping area, a waiting area and the area where the passengers embark 
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and disembark an aircraft. Airside processes also include arrivals and departures and runway 

and taxi time of an aircraft (Schmidt, 2017; Zografos et al., 2013) 

 

Figure 2.1 Figure of Ground Operation at an Airport, Landside and Airside Elements 

(Schmidt, 2017, p. 3). 

An apron is the area dedicated to aircrafts and all operation airside. Aircraft parking stands 

are located on apron airside. Every action taken on the apron is done with the goal in mind 

to prepare the aircraft for arrival or departure process. Apron must be able to work and handle 

last minute changes in relation to setup of the area, last minute stand allocation changes and 

to accommodate for the constant traffic of aircrafts and other vehicles (Zografos et al., 2013). 

2.1.1 Gate Allocation for Commercial Flights  

Every scheduled passenger flight must be assigned a gate or an aircraft parking stand before 

arrival at an airport. A gate is allocated for each aircraft for a specific parking stand. Stand 

or gate allocation depends on a flight schedule. When assigning a flight to a parking stand 

the airport facilities constraints must be considered for a specific aircraft type as well as 

airports rules and regulations must be followed. For example, it depends on the aircraft 

parking stand size what type of aircraft can park at the parking stand (Bolat, 2000). A gate 

is defined not only as a process that the passengers have to go through when embarking or 

disembarking the aircraft but also a stand or an allocated parking position for the aircraft 

(Bolat, 2000). 

There are three different types of stands/gates at airports. Remote stands/gates, contact 

stands/gates and walk in/out stands/gates and there are tradeoffs between type of parking 

stand aircraft is assigned to (Bolat, 2000). Remote stands are located remote from the 

terminal. That requires passengers to be transported from the terminal to the aircraft in a bus. 

Low cost airlines prefer to use remote stands because airports usually charge less for parking 

an aircraft there as well as remote stands can help airlines that want to have a quick 

turnaround time. Contact stands are located at the terminal and are connected to the terminal 

with a passenger boarding bridge. The blue area in Figure 2.2 shows contact stands and the 

red area shows remote stands at an airport. 
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Figure 2.2 Difference of Remote and Contact Aircraft Parking Stands. 

When an aircraft is parked at a remote parking stand, the passengers are transported from 

stand to gate by a bus (Diepen, Pieters, van den Akker, & Hoogeveen, 2013). In a bussing 

operation at airports, each bus needs to be assigned a specific trip and the trips only last for 

a few minutes. This is because the routes the busses take are very short and they operate with 

the aim of transporting passenger in as short amount of time as possible with passenger safety 

at mind (Diepen et al., 2013).There are many complications linked to bussing operation at 

airports, for example, changes in flight schedules make it difficult to plan ahead for the 

bussing operation along with issues with gate and stand assignment changes that can occur 

until the aircraft is about to land (Diepen et al., 2013).  

Operations at a gate are not necessarily the biggest operational cost factor of an airline. The 

allocation has a big effect on the entire flight schedule and the flow of passengers through 

the airport facilities. The allocation also has an impact on the passengers’ satisfaction (Bolat, 

2000). A delay in the departing flight can affect the on-time performance (OTP) of another 

arriving flight that was allocated the same gate. The arrival flight might need to be reassigned 

at the last minute and that can have a snowball effect on the entire ground operations at the 

airport. A delayed arrival flight can also affect another departure flight that is waiting for a 

transfer passenger from that arrival flight. Therefore OTP is a very crucial factor for both 

airlines and airports (Bolat, 2000). 

2.1.2 Aircraft Ground Handling 

The on-ground arrival process starts when the aircraft lands at an Airport on a runway. 

Airports all over the world have struggled to expand their runways alongside the fast growth 

in air traffic and therefore the runways are bottlenecks for the entire air transportation system 

(Schinwald & Hornung, 2014). Runways functions have many factors and the runway’s 
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capacity determines the capacity of the airport. Schinwald and Hornung (2014) listed the 

functions of a runway as following: 

• The configuration that is used and its geometrical layout  

• Identifies a specific space between aircrafts 

• For visibility  

• Direction and power of wind 

• Different aircraft types  

• Different movements at the airport  

• Locations and types of taxiways  

• All environmental considerations and constrains 

The characteristics of an aircraft are in correlation with the ground operation as it has direct 

effect on the efficiency of the embarking and disembarking processes of passengers, baggage 

or cargo. Ground handling of an aircraft is a very important and a critical element in the 

ground operation (Schmidt, 2017). Figure 2-3 shows a common layout at a ramp for a 

commercial aircraft. It shows how many different operations and machines need to work on 

one arrival flight. Those are the towing truck, passenger boarding bridge or stairs, power 

units, galley service, fuel truck, cleaning crew and more. 

 
Figure 2.3 Layout and events at a Ramp for a Commercial Aircraft (Schmidt, 2017, p. 4). 

Several tasks listed in the Figure 2-3 can be performed simultaneously during the process of 

an aircraft after it has been parked at an allocated aircraft parking stand. However, some 

processes need to be performed sequentially. The process after an aircraft has arrived at its 

allocated parking stand is as following (Schmidt, 2017): 

Chocks are placed before the wheels under the aircraft, ground power supply is connected 

and following the handling agent is responsible to inform the pilot that the aircraft is secured. 

The pilot turns off the APU and thereafter the PCA unit is connected. A passenger boarding 

bridge is connected at the front left side door of the aircraft and there after handling agents 

signal with a knock on the door that the door can be opened and the cabin crew opens the 

aircraft door. Passengers disembark the aircraft and at the same time it is possible to start 

unloading the cargo and baggage. Replenishment of potable water can also begin. The 

aircraft is refueled after the last passenger has disembarked the aircraft and meanwhile the 

crew that are on the next flight on that same aircraft can start preparing for the coming flight. 

The crew performs a walk around, set up flight computers and performs a system check. The 

crew also inspects the cabin. Catering and cleaning crew then board the aircraft to clean and 

exchange trollies and prepare the cabin for the next flight. After the offloading of the arrival 
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flight’s cargo and baggage is complete, the loading of cargo and baggage for the departing 

flight can begin. When the staff has completed to fuel the airplane, the passenger embarking 

process can begin. After boarding has completed, a final head count of passengers is done. 

Thereafter, electoral power switches from the ground unit supply to the APU and the 

passenger boarding bridge is disconnected, chocks are removed and the aircraft is cleared 

for pushback from a stand (Schmidt, 2017). 

2.1.3 Aircraft Process    

The aircraft turnaround process starts when the aircraft gets an “on block time”. That refers 

to the time from when an aircraft parks at the allocated parking stand and ends when the 

aircraft is assigned an “off block time” - the time when the chocks are removed and the 

aircraft leaves the parking stand (Schmidt, 2017). A turnaround for an aircraft is often 

estimated to be a minimum of 75 minutes; sometimes airlines use timeframe of 60 minutes. 

The time, however, depends on the aircraft type, the load factor of passengers, load and 

unloaded cargo for each flight and the business model the operator has. Turnaround time is 

the time it takes to unload and load the aircraft again. If an aircraft is longer on ground than 

3 hours it is in many cases towed to a remote area (Bolat, 2000; Schmidt, 2017). 

Figure 2.4 is a timeline of activities that can either happen simultaneously to other tasks or 

must be done one after another. Aircraft boarding and de-boarding is always on the critical 

path because an aircraft must be empty from the arriving flight before departure passengers 

can board the same aircraft. Meanwhile it is possible to perform tasks like bulk cargo and 

potable water. Some tasks cannot be performed until passengers have disembarked like 

cleaning and refueling of the aircraft (Schmidt, 2017). 

 

Figure 2.4 Critical Path for an Aircraft (Schmidt, 2017, p. 4). 

Once the aircraft is ready for departure flight an agent from the airline can start boarding the 

departure flight and passenger start embarking the aircraft. 
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2.2 Passenger Flow at Airports 

Understanding the passenger flow and characteristics at a transportation terminal like 

airports is crucial for analyzing, estimating and controlling the capacity and facilities 

constrains. This information are needed to achieve a smooth passenger flow rate through 

necessary barriers and constrains at airports to keep its efficiency and service levels up to 

passenger satisfactions (Liu et al., 2018; Vanumu, Ramachandra Rao, & Tiwari, 2017). 

When an analysis of facilities is to be done, there are three variables that are used in assessing 

the performance of the passenger’s facilities - namely speed, flow and density. Airport 

facilities and buildings are distinct from other buildings in many ways. The space is designed 

for a smooth flow rate where high density of passengers pass through quickly and do not 

make time to interact with the buildings, such as is the case for example in office building, 

passengers art airports are often in a hurry to their onto destinations (Liu et al., 2018; 

Vanumu et al., 2017). 

There are three different types of passenger flow - unit directional, bi-directional and 

crossing. Unit directional has an average walking speed higher than the bi-directional flow 

and vice versa. Few studies have been conducted on crossing flow, which is found in public 

spaces like airports (Vanumu et al., 2017). Passenger flow at airports is a very complicated 

flow as there are Schengen, non-Schengen and domestic passengers that cross paths in some 

ways in one building. Liu et al. (2018) concluded that arrival passengers usually walk 

through the terminal without stopping. That means that the dwell time of an arrival passenger 

is dependent on the distance he travels. Conversely, the dwell time for departure passengers 

in the departure hall and check in hall was between 34 and 132 minutes and the average 

walking speed for 37 passengers were measured as 1,13 m/s in the terminal.  

2.2.1 Types of transfer Traffic Flow 

An airport is a hub airport when airlines use a specific airport as a gateway for their transfer 

passengers to get them to their destinations, from origin – through connecting airport – to 

onto destination. The largest hub airports in Europe are located in Amsterdam, Frankfurt, 

Paris, London and Madrid (Grosche & Klophaus, 2015). There are six different types of 

transfer traffic for an airport located in the EU. The traffic differs depending on the location 

of the origin- and destination airports. Herein, Schengen areas are in the EU and non-

Schengen are for example USA and UK. Flights arriving from non-Schengen areas are so 

called domestic origin flights and require all passenger to go through security check before 

they can blend with the flow of other Schengen and non-Schengen passengers in the terminal 

(Grosche & Klophaus, 2015).  

The six different types of transfer traffic for an airport located in EU are the following, shown 

in Figure 2.5. Green airplanes represent Schengen origin and destination; blue airplanes 

represent non-Schengen origin and destination and red airplanes represent domestic origin. 

If the front of the airplane is facing down, it represents an arrival flight and when the front 

of the airplane is facing up it represents a departure flight.  
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Figure 2.5 Six Different Connections routes at EU Airports. 

A hub must achieve specific conditions to be able to have connections that are competitive, 

feasible and are a fast travel option for transfer passengers. The conditions an airline must 

fulfill are for example minimum and maximum connection times, it must offer a return 

connection flights as well and an interline connection. (Grosche & Klophaus, 2015). 

2.2.2 Bottlenecks in Passenger Flow 

In airports and other public spaces, it is crucial to know and understand behavior when it 

comes to a specific infrastructure within the facilities. One of the major issues when it comes 

to hindrances in passenger flow is physical barriers and lack of space or facilities. It is 

therefore very important, when designing a public space like airport facilities, to make the 

design in a way that it can accommodate the number of passengers that will use these 

facilities (Handel & Borrmann, 2018; Vanumu et al., 2017). 

Airport’s optimization goals should include a goal of smooth uninterrupted passenger flow 

rate. When designing, or redesigning, facilities at airports the areas that lead to congestions 

or bottlenecks in the process must be thoroughly investigated and analyzed. These areas are 

for example corridors. Corridors must be designed for both unidirectional and bi-directional 

passengers flow. Chairs and other obstacles must not be placed directly in the passenger’s 

flow. This refers also to areas like junctions, stairs and escalators. Bottlenecks exist where 

the area is suddenly smaller. Physical barriers at airports, such as border control areas, 

security control and check-in halls, that cause queuing and waiting time in the passenger’s 

process are one of the main issues that airports must be able to control. If these areas are not 

well planned out or designed with consideration of queuing it can have an overall effect on 

the entire operation at that airport and could have a snowball effect that reach other airports 

operations as well (Handel & Borrmann, 2018; Vanumu et al., 2017). 
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2.3 Congestions at Airports 

On-ground operations are dependent on many different companies and entities and therefore 

teamwork, effort and communication are crucial to the overall process of arrival flights. An 

airline’s success depends greatly on how efficient aircraft turnaround is. The turnaround time 

is effected by how efficient the ground handler is and the ground handler is affected by the 

space and efficiency of the airport facilities (Schmidt, 2017). 

Marelli, Mattocks, and Merry (1998) stated that the boarding process of passengers has been 

an issue that reaches all the way back to the late 1970s. Passenger boarding velocity has, on 

average, dropped down from about 20 passengers per minute to around 8 passengers per 

minute (Schmidt, 2017). This decrease in passenger boarding velocity in the last decades can 

be explained by, for example, the layout of the aircraft, airport environment and the increase 

in hand luggage (Schmidt, 2017). The embarking and disembarking process of an aircraft is 

critical to the overall transfer passengers’ process time. The embarking and disembarking 

processes are described as bottlenecks in ground operations at airports because the aircraft 

cannot depart before all passengers have boarded the aircraft and boarding cannot start 

before all arriving passengers have disembarked the aircraft (Schmidt, 2017).  

Most airports in Europe operate very close or over their capacity limits. Schinwald and 

Hornung (2014) exposed that hub airports are congested and operate over their capacity 

limits. Airports are constrained by the existing infrastructure and some airports don’t have 

excess area to expand on, like (London) Heathrow airport in London, or that they are faced 

with the finical struggle of high investments (Schinwald & Hornung, 2014; Schmidt, 2017). 

Disruption of schedule is a factor in the airport ground operation that needs to be under 

control and kept to a minimum. Operations at airports co can influence the flight schedule. 

Taxiways, runways and stands are, as well, can disrupt the schedule. Furthermore, a late 

arrival of a flight in a hub airport can delay all of the airline departures that day. The taxi 

time for an European airport is, on average, between 10 and 20 minutes (Balakrishnan, 

Deonandan, & Simaiakis, 2008; Schmidt, 2017).  

45% of delays in 2013 were due to a late arrival of an aircraft or crew, 17% due to ground 

operation and 38% where due to technical issues, weather or air traffic flow. According to 

Eurocontrol, the number of flights per day increased by 3,6% in August 2018. The average 

delay in August 2018 per flight was 33 minutes. That is a 4 minutes increase since August 

2017. The percentage of flights that were delayed by more than five minutes was 56% in 

2018 and had increased by 6% since 2017. The number of flights that where delayed upon 

arrival increased by 6% as well from 2017; it was 41% in August 2018 (Eurocontrol, 2018).  

Reduced aircraft utilization needs to be considered when trying to keep congestion at 

minimum and flow rate at maximum. Aircraft utilization is measured by aircraft 

characteristics, aircraft availability, trip distance and ground time. Cost pressures from 

aviation stakeholders are another concern for airports. There exists a lot of cost pressure for 

airlines and airline stakeholders to deliver cost efficiencies and productivity improvements 

(Schmidt, 2017).   
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2.3.1 Bottlenecks and Congestions in Transfer Passengers’ 

Arrival to Departure Gates 

Table 2.1 shows a summary of bottlenecks and congested areas in the overall process that a 

transfer passenger experiences at airports. A transfer passenger experience is measured all 

the way from the arrival of an aircraft at an airport until transfer passengers embark onto a 

departure flight.  

Table 2.1 Summary of known Bottlenecks in the Transfer Process from Arrival to 

Departure 

Place in airport:  Bottlenecks:  References:  

Aircraft/Terminal/bussing  Entrances  (Handel & Borrmann, 2017; 

Schmidt, 2017; Vanumu et al., 

2017; Zografos et al., 2013) 

Apron Passenger 

embarking/disembarking 

stairs  

(Schmidt, 2017; Vanumu et al., 

2017) 

Apron Passenger boarding 

bridge  

(Schmidt, 2017; Vanumu et al., 

2017) 

Apron Runway  (Schinwald & Hornung, 2014) 

Terminal/Apron/Bussing  Boarding/de-boarding  (Schmidt, 2017; Vanumu et al., 

2017) 

Apron/Terminal  Stairs (Schmidt, 2017; Vanumu et al., 

2017) 

Terminal Escalator  (Handel & Borrmann, 2017; 

Vanumu et al., 2017) 

Terminal Junctions  (Handel & Borrmann, 2017; 

Vanumu et al., 2017) 

Terminal  Bottleneck Junctions  (Handel & Borrmann, 2017; 

Vanumu et al., 2017) 

Terminal Border Control  (Vanumu et al., 2017) 

Apron  Flight schedule/slots (Balakrishnan et al., 2008; 

Schinwald & Hornung, 2014; 

Schmidt, 2017) 

Apron Aircraft utilization  (Schmidt, 2017; Zografos et al., 

2013) 
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2.4 Business Process Management 

This chapter contains methods and steps necessary for mapping up a process. First, 

performance measures are explained. Second, business performance measures and analysis 

are described and finally, a visual representation of a process of creating a model is put 

forward as well as a simple example of process. 

2.4.1 Performance Measures 

Companies and organizations want to achieve better performance processes. Before the 

business process is designed and the analysis can start it is important to outline performance 

measures. This is important to understand if any changes are made to the process that have 

to be improved from the original state of the process. The key measures of performance are 

time, cost, quality and flexibility (Dumas, et al., 2013; Imai, M., 2012; Trent, R. J., & 

Monczka, R. M, 1999). 

Time is one of the most common performance measures and usually the so-called cycle time 

is measured. Cycle time is the time it takes to go from the start to the end of a process. Cycle 

time is often defined as either the processing time or the waiting time. Processing time refers 

to the time it takes a certain resource to perform a task. Waiting time refers to the time a task 

is waiting in the process. (Dumas et al., 2013). 

When evaluating the performance measures, it is important to recognize the effect one 

performance measure can have on the other three measures. Take an example the Devil´s 

Quadrangle that is based on the four performance measures. The Devil’s Quadrangle shows 

us that by improving one performance measure it can have a negative effect on the other 

measures, see Figure 2.6. The goal with business process management, analysis, design and 

redesigning is to reduce cost, reduce the cycle time and increase quality and flexibility in the 

process (Dumas et al., 2013). 

 

Figure 2.6 The Devil´s Quadrangle (Dumas et al., 2013, p. 259). 

2.4.2 Business Process Design and Analysis  

Business process is a series of actions, tasks and resources that are all linked together. The 

common factor of all these actions, tasks and resources is that they all deliver services and/or 

goods that reflect the goals their organizations have set (Dumas et al., 2013; Tonnquist, 2016; 

Weske, 2012). To maintain quality, good service and costs low it is important to strive for 
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continuous improvements throughout the business process (Imai, M ,2012 Trent, R. J., & 

Monczka, R. M.,1999). 

In this research, the methodology of Business Process Management (BPM) was used to 

ensure the right understanding and linkage of actions in the process. The methodology of 

BPM was also used to identify new opportunities for improvements in the process. The 

process for arrival flights and transfer passengers at Keflavík airport has many actions, both 

that need to be performed one after the other, and some that can be performed alongside 

other activities in the process. The process involves many roles and different companies. 

Decisions that are made in the process create value, not only for Isavia and stakeholders, but 

also customers. Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, and Reijers (2013) describe the idea behind 

BPM as a way to manage a process that has a series of actions that are connected and create 

value for the company and costumers and therefore the BPM method was used. Figure 2.7 

shows the steps in the BPM cycle.  

 

Figure 2.7 Business Process Management Cycle. Redrawn From Dumas et al. (2013, p. 

21). 

The steps in the figure are; process identification, process discovery, process analysis, 

process redesign, process implementation and lastly process monitoring and controlling. 

Each step will be described in more details in this chapter. 

Process Identification 

A process can be defined as a set of actions that aim to define the company business process 

in a systematic way. The importance of process identification is therefore the possibility to 

establish clear criteria and to prioritize them and describe the process architecture (Dijkman, 

Vanderfeesten & Reijers, 2011). 

The first important task in the process identification step is to set a clear goal for the process 

to be able to understand the effect the process has on other processes both inside and outside 
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its organization. Next, all actions should be identified in the process and the actions should 

be prioritized. When the process is identified the focus will be to find what type of case the 

process is (Dumas et al., 2013; Menken, 2009). 

Process discovery 

The aim of the process discovery step is to gather as much information about the current 

process and to model it. Before the process is modeled it is crucial to identify its platform. 

When identifying the platform of a process, it has to be clear who the participants are and 

what role they play in the process (Dumas et al., 2013). Dumas et al. (2013) described five 

steps to help to define a platform. They are the following: Identify the process boundaries, 

activities and events, resources and their handovers, Identify the control flow and identify 

additional elements.  

The SIQ frame was used in the process discovery to makes sure the quality of the process 

being researched is up to standard. (Dumas et al., 2013; Reijers H. A., Mendling J., & 

Recker, 2010). The SIQ frame, see Figure 2.8, covers the syntactic quality, the semantic 

quality and the pragmatic quality. It is important for a researcher to be convinced that the 

syntactic quality is in place as well as acquired confirmation on the accuracy of the process. 

Furthermore, it is important to follow all rules and regulations of the chosen methodology 

for the presentation of the process, in this case the BPMN. The semantic quality verifies the 

process and confirms that all original needs put forward in the beginning are being met in 

the process. Pragmatic quality certifies the overall quality of the process (Reijers H. A., 

Mendling J., & Recker, 2010). 

 

Figure 2.8 SIQ Frame (Dumas et al., 2013, p. 172). 

Process Analysis 

During the process analysis phase there are two possible methods a researcher can use - 

qualitative and quantitative process analysis. In this research a qualitative process analysis 

was used. The tools and methods used during the qualitative process analysis are issue 

documentation and impact assessment along with root cause analysis (Dumas et al., 2013). 

These methods are described in Table 2.2.  

Issue documentation and impact assessment  
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When the current status of the process has been modeled, it is possible to document all issues 

that appear in the process. In this research a format that Dumas et al. (2013) described for 

documentation is used. Table 2.2 describes what information is necessary in the issue 

documentation and impact assessment. 

Table 2.2 Issue Documentation and Impact Assessment (Dumas et al., 2013). 

Issue name  Two to five words that describe the issue. Name must be easy 

to understand for the process stakeholders 

Description  Short description of the issue. One to three sentences. Not what 

caused it or a possible solution  

Priority  Issue impact is evaluated. It is given a number (1, 2, 3…) 

depending on its priority when compared to other issues  

Assumptions   Assumptions are defined, if any 

Qualitative assessment  Qualitative assessment on the issue. For example, customer 

happiness  

Numerical assessment  Numerical assessment and impact of issues. For example, time 

reduction or costs 

Once the issues had been documented a root case analysis was performed. 

Root Cause Analysis 

Root cause analysis is a tool to see where the root cause of the issue derives. A root cause 

analysis is performed to make it easier to understand the connection between the issues’ 

cause and effect and why the issues occur. Root cause analysis is a powerful tool because of 

how visual it is as it makes it hard to ignore the factors causing issues in the process and 

makes it less likely for issues to repeat themselves (Vanden & ABS Consulting, 2005; 

Rooney, Heuvel & Lee, 2004). Root cause analysis starts by an analysis of each individual 

issue and an analysis of its root cause to ensure all issues are looked at and assessed (Vanden 

& ABS Consulting, 2005). When a root cause analysis has been conducted, the 

improvements should be directly related to the cause of the issues that were defined in the 

data gathering (Rooney, Heuvel & Lee, 2004). 

In this research, cause and effect diagram was used for a visual root cause analysis. A 

fishbone diagram is a visual presentation of the cause and effect diagram and it makes it easy 

to recognize the origins of the process visually. In the cause and effect diagram the issues 

are split into six categories to make it easier to visualize the main root cause of the issue 

(Dumas et al., 2013). The categories are the 6Ms, as Dumas et al. (2013) define them, and 

they are machine, method, material, man (people), measurement and milieu (environment). 

Figure 2.9 shows how a fishbone diagram is set up. In the figure, the issues are categorized 

by which of the 6Ms they belong to. Many small issues, or secondary issues, belong to a 

primary issue and then they are placed under the primary issue (Dumas et al., 2013). 
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Figure 2.9 Fishbone Diagram (Dumas et al., 2013, p. 194). 

Once the issues have been analysed suggestions to improvements can be made.  

Process Redesign 

After a detailed analysis of the process many new discoveries are made and ideas on how to 

improve the process (Dumas et al., 2013). Process redesign is a systematic and theoretical 

approach to achieve powerful and measurable changes by reevaluating, rethinking and 

redesigning the process (Brock, Findore, & Davis, 1997). 

A process can be perfectly mapped out at one point but there comes a time when it has to be 

redesigned. There are two main reasons for a redesign of a process. It is either that the 

company evolves over time and/or they can become more complicated over time, which 

affects the performance and the results. The second reason is that the world evolves and with 

it evolves the market, customer demand and expectations (Dumas et al., 2013). Under a 

redesign of a process, observations are performed and daily tasks are analyzed with the 

overall goal of the organization in mind (Brock et al., 1997). The employees are busy with 

their day-to-day tasks and therefore not equipped to rethink the overall structure of the 

process that they are a part of. Employees know what roles they play in the process; however, 

they often lack the knowledge of why the process is the way it is or how their tasks affect 

other parts of the process. By changing the thinking and design of the process, the process 

delivers more quality in services and products. The redesign is linked to changing the process 

itself, both in production and in behavior, and it focuses on the steps and actions that control 

how the recourses are used to create products or services that meet the customers’ demands 

and needs (Brock et al., 1997; Dumas et al., 2013). 

When the process is redesigned it is important to focus on analyzing the needs and issues 

that are current for the customers’ perspective. It also means having control of risks and 

maximizing the results, focusing on educating the employees and rethinking the companies’ 

goals and visions (Brock et al., 1997).  
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Process Implementation 

Process implementation is one of the most complicated steps in redesigning a business 

process model. To follow up and successfully implement the changes is a difficult task. 

Change resistance is expected and needs to be overcome if changes are going to stick. The 

resistance can come from the employees and the biggest challenges often fall on the changes 

needed in human behavior or that which does not directly fall under the machines or the 

production line. People are often stuck in their old habits but there redesign can help 

overcome the inhibition of change if improvements are done right (Brock et al., 1997; Dumas 

et al., 2013). 

In the case of major changes, training and restructuring of employees can be a challenging 

task and require considerable preparation time. Many changes can be made to a certain jobs 

and tasks some of which are not even necessary any more. Employees might have to accept 

more responsibilities and/or develop new skills. Process implementation success depends 

highly on the preparation period before the implementation is implemented and getting the 

employees to accept the changes (Brock et al., 1997; Dumas et al., 2013). 

Process Monitoring and Controlling 

Process monitoring and controlling is a very important part of controlling business processes 

and has great effect on both the implementation of improvements and on process discovery 

as well as the analysis itself. Process monitoring and controlling makes sure that the 

performance measures, which were decided at the beginning, are being used and achieved. 

In this research the cycle time of transfer passengers. The performance measures and review 

must happen over an undefined time to reinforce and keep continuous improvements while 

the process is in use (Brock et al., 1997). 

2.4.3 Visual Representation on Modeling a Process  

A business process model and notations (BPMN) is a framework that is used to visually 

describe a process from one step to the next. BPMN is used as a framework to gain a holistic 

overview of the entire process and the flow of materials in it, and just as important, it gives 

a holistic view on the flow of information in a process (White & Miers, 2008). BPMN gives 

a better understanding of the process of arrival flights and passengers going through Keflavík 

international airport and makes it easier to visually identify possible issues and waste that 

can be found in the flow. In this thesis and research, the process mapping technique that is 

used to delineate the flow of arriving passengers is the business process model and notations 

(Dumas et al., 2013; White & Miers, 2008) 

There are a few rules that are good to have in mind when visually modeling a process to 

prevent mistakes in the model. Rules are also important as to make it easier for others to read 

through it (Dumas et al., 2013; White & Miers, 2008). These rules were presented by Dumas 

et al. (2013); White and Miers (2008) and are the following: 

1. Activities’ names should be short  

2. No technical terms that require a specialist knowledge  

3. Keep the size of the process as small as possible  

4. Try only to use one start event and one end event  

5. Minimize connection to each task  

6. Organize presentation of the process  
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7. Avoid complicated gateways  

8. Try to keep the number of tasks under 30 per process model 

Table 2.3 shows the visual symbols used in this thesis and explains what BPMN stands for 

on behalf of the arrival flow for passengers at Keflavík international airport.  

Table 2.3 BPMN Explanation 

Flow Analysis 

Activity 

 

Task Represents a single project that needs 

to be performed 

 

Sub process Represents a single project that has sub 

project/s 

Event 

 

Start event  Represents the start of a process 

 

End event Represents the end of a process 

 

Intermediate event Indicates where something happens 

somewhere between the start and the 

end of a process  

If the figures are filled in inside the 

circle it is a throw event if not a catch 

event  

Gates 

 

Gateway/exclusive 

gateway 

Represents where the sequence flow 

can take two or more alternative paths 

 

AND gateway/ 

parallel gateway  

Represents where the flow can take two 

or more alternative paths and happens 

simultaneously  

Data 
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Data object Represents documentation in the 

process while it is happening - files are 

gathered or documented  

 

Data stores Provides a mechanism for activities to 

save or update stored information in the 

process 

Connections/flow 

 
Sequence flow Shows the order in which activities are 

performed. Each flow has one target 

and one source  

 
Message flow Shows the message flow between two 

entities that prepare to send and receive 

them 

 
Association Represents the connection between 

data and text in the flow process  

 

 
Lane Symbols a participant in the process 

 

Pools Symbols a participant in the lane 

process 

To understand the modeling better and how the actions and resources are all linked together, 

a simple process was modeled. Figure 2.10 shows a simple example of how to use Business 

Process Model Notation for mapping in real life situations.  

 

Figure 2.10 Simple Example of a Process 
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The lanes show participants in the process. The process starts with a start event when a 

passenger enters Border control hall, if the passenger is an EU passport holder the passenger 

scans passport at the Automatic border control and processes through the automatic border 

control and exits the Border Control hall. If the passenger is not EU passport holder the 

automatic border control process is not available and all non-EU passport holders are process 

through border control booths where Border Control Police receives the passport from the 

passenger and processes the passenger the passenger is granted entry and the passenger exit 

Border Control.  

When conducting a research, it is not only important to define and articulate what types of 

methods and tools will be used to answer the research question put forward, but it is also 

important to be acquainted with the methodology used in this research. Therefore the next 

chapter will focus on the methodology that guided this research.
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3 Methodology  

The focus of this thesis was to investigate the arrival on ground operation with special focus 

on the transfer passenger flow and cycle time from arrival to departure gate. The main focus 

was to find possibilities for improvements in the process. The arrival process includes arrival 

passengers and baggage handling which are excluded in this research.  

The methodology used in this research is a case study. A case study is convenient to use 

when the aim of the research is to study a phenomenon carefully as well as when the data 

gathered is of both numerical value and subjective evaluation as is the case in this research 

(Blomkvist, 2015). When conducting this case study, the author was present at every step of 

the process and observed the process carefully. The aim of the observation was to understand 

and map out the process as it is and point out issues and make suggestions for improvements 

for the future process. The execution of the research is divided into seven steps - see Figure 

3.1. The steps are: preparation, data gathering, analysis, design, improvements, redesign and 

results. 

 

Figure 3.1 Steps Taken in This Research Reffering to the Methodology of the Thesis. Based 

on Blomkvist, & Hallin, 2015 

In this research the phenomenon being studied is the arrival on ground operation and transfer 

passenger process at KEF. The process is studied in real time at KEF - at a certain time when 

the aircrafts are arriving until the transfer passengers are at their departure gates. The goal 

with this case study is to gain a deeper understanding of the process of transfer passengers 

at KEF and identify where issues is present in the process and to make suggestions on how 
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to improve the process. Following, some implementations and improvements are made to 

the process and then the process is re-analyzed following the implementation to see if the 

changes made to the process had an effect on the transfer passenger cycle time at KEF. 

3.1 Preparation 

In the preparation face of the thesis the author gained more knowledge on the topics and 

methodologies that were used in this research. The author had a special focus on what 

disrupts the flow of passengers in arrival ground operation and what bottlenecks are present 

in the transfer passenger process. When a literature review had been made, with the aim to 

deepen the author’s understanding, the next step in the research was to gather data to be able 

to map up the process.   

Business process management will be used in this research to identify where in the process 

there are possibilities for improvements.  

3.2 Data Gathering 

In the data gathering phase of the thesis the author used both documentation and collection 

of data. Books and articles were used in the documentation. The selection of books used in 

this thesis was based on recommendation from Isavia staff and some books were selected 

during the author’s search for trusted sources on the topic being researched. When looking 

for reviewed articles it is important to use reliable information and resources. In this thesis 

the author used Web of Science and Google Scholar. Based on the search result, a snowball 

method was used.   

The research methods used for collecting data in this thesis were interviews, observation and 

data gathering. The data collection was initiated by interviewing staff at Isavia working in 

the optimization department at KEF airport. From the interviews it became clear that there 

was a need to collect data from observations and to study the process as it is with said 

observations for a better scope of the current issues in the process. After conducting the 

interviews, the observation process began. Data gathering was used where it was thought 

applicable to emphasize what was observed or to gain a greater understanding of the scale 

of action.  

3.3 Process Analysis 

After the data had been gathered and the author had selected all relevant information needed 

for the thesis, it was possible to map up the process of transfer passenger process at KEF 

from arrival to departure gate. By mapping up the process it was possible to analyze, which 

issues might be present and what possibilities for improvements could be made to the 

process. The author based the data and mapping up the process on the methodology of 

business process management. The goal with the methodology of business process 

management is to improve the quality of services and goods. 
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Results from data gathering were used when mapping up the process. The author used 

BPMN for standardization of the process. The software used for mapping up and presenting 

the process was Bizagi. Once the author had mapped up a first draft of the process, 

workshops where held to gain a better inside into the activities in the process and to get input 

from staff currently working as specialists in the process.  

3.4 Process Design 

After the process for arrival on ground operation and transfer passengers had been analyzed 

and mapped up in BPMN suggestions were made on how the process could be improved and 

where issues exists in the process. These suggestions were used for making improvements 

to the process to have a positive impact on the transfer passenger process from arrival to 

departure gate, the cycle time of transfer passengers at KEF. 

3.5 Process Redesign 

The same steps as in the process analysis phase were performed in the process redesign 

phase, following the improvements that had been made to the process. The process was 

mapped up and re-analyzed using the BPMN presentation and business process management 

as guide. 

3.6 Results  

Once the process had been redesigned, the findings were presented and reviewed. The data 

was analyzed on how the improvements affected the process. In the issue documentation 

each issue acquired an impact assessment. In the results it was reviewed how to prevent an 

issue and future possible improvements were discussed. 
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4 Keflavík International airport 

The functionality and layout of Keflavík International airport (KEF) will be discussed in this 

chapter. The airport’s layout will be outlined as well as the current transfer passenger process 

from arrival flight to departure flight. Before the current state of the transfer passenger 

process was mapped out, interviews were conducted with local airport authorities, airlines 

and ground handlers. The actual process was then observed several mornings and afternoons 

during peak hours at the airport. There are two peak traffic times at Keflavík International 

airport - the morning peak and the afternoon peak. During these peak hours and high season 

all commercial stands, buses and gates are occupied.  

Keflavík International airport was not originally built as an international commercial airport 

but a military airport for the United States during the Second World War. Today the airport 

services approximately 9 million passengers yearly (Gunnarsson, A, 2018). KEF is both a 

hub airport for Icelandic airlines as well as servicing many other airlines with scheduled 

commercial flights to and from KEF. The airport’s schedule is divided into a summer and a 

winter schedule. The summer flight schedule starts on the 30th of March and ends on the 

26th of October. KEF airport therefore publishes flight schedules two times a year. The 

airlines and Isavia work together on making the flight schedule.  

During the summer season of 2019, 41 airlines will use KEF facilities. Passengers at KEF 

can be divided into departure, arrival and transfer passengers. The destinations and origins 

of the flights is also divided into three groups, they are Schengen, non-Schengen and 

domestic. The traffic flows of transfer passengers traveling through KEF are six different 

types. The flow for transfer passenger is the same as for another airport located in the EU 

and requires same facilities and must comply the same rules and regulations.  

4.1 KEF airport apron facilitates 

In this chapter the facilities at KEF apron will be described. First the runways and taxiways 

at KEF will be described followed by a description of the stand and gate layout at KEF. 

4.1.1 Runways and Taxiways at KEF 

There are three runways in KEF, see Figure 4.1. Only two of the runways are in operation 

and they are named after their magnetic declination direction. The runways have two 

directions, which means aircrafts landing at KEF airport have four possible directions to 

land. There is Runway 01, 19 and 10,28. If the magnetic declination changes the runways’ 

names change as well. The surface of the runways is made of asphalt and the lengths of the 

runways are approximately 3 km, situated roughly 4 km apart. The runways control how 

many aircrafts can land in a certain amount of time. During summer seasons and heavy traffic 

times aircrafts are lined up ready for takeoff waiting for their turn on the runway for takeoff.  
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Taxiways are used as gateways for aircrafts between the runway and apron. The taxiways at 

KEF are highlighted to the left in Figure 4.1. If parking stand on apron allocated to an aircraft 

is occupied when the aircraft lands, it waits on the taxiway until the parking stand is 

available.  

 

Figure 4.1 Taxiways (To the right) and Runways (to the left) at KEF (Isavia, 2019a) 

Figure 4.2 shows a complete layout overview of KEF. All the way from the runways that an 

aircraft can land on and then the taxiways that are gateways between the airport’s runways 

and apron as well as the location of apron and remote stands. 

 

Figure 4.2 Overview of Taxiways, Runways, Apron and Terminal at KEF 

4.1.2 Aircraft Parking Stands/Gates 

There are three different types of stands at KEF. In total, KEF operates with 34 stands to 

service scheduled commercial flights. Figure 4.3 shows the complete layout of parking 

stands at KEF for scheduled passenger aircraft flights, both near apron stands and terminal 

stands.  

28 10 

19 

01 
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These are contact stands, remote stands and walk-in/walk-out stands. The air traffic at KEF 

has grown so much in recent years that the airport has concluded to build additional remote 

stands to be able to meet the rapid growth in demand. Stand 75 in Figure 4.3 has not yet been 

taken into use (Gunnarsson, 2018).   

 

Figure 4.3 Aircraft Parking Stands at KEF Apron. 

• Contact stands are connected to the terminal and passengers board and disembark 

the aircraft via a passenger boarding bridge.  

o See Figure 4.3: Stands number 1-9, 11, 12 and 14, total 11 stands. 

 

• Remote stands are not linked to the terminal. Passengers that arrive on remote stands 

must be transported to the terminal with a bus.  

o See Figure 4.3: Stands number 40, 42, 44, 46, 62, 63, 65, 64, 70, 71, 72, 73, 

74, 76, 78, 77, 79, 61, 59, 57 and 55, total 20 stands. 

 

• Walk-in/walk-out is adjacent to the terminal, however not connected to the terminal 

with a passenger boarding bridge. The passengers board and disembark the aircraft 

via stairs and then walk out on apron from the aircraft to the terminal  

o See Figure 4.3: Stand number 10, total 1 stand.  

Gates assigned to remote stands must have at least a 35-minute buffer between departures. 

The optimal time between departures at the same assigned gate is 45 minutes. That is because 
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pre-boarding at remote gates should start 45 minutes before departure to speed along the 

boarding process. 

KEF has two aprons; one is located near the terminal on the west side and the other is located 

east of the terminal. The apron near the terminal is used for commercial passenger flights. 

The east apron is mostly used for smaller-, private-, medical- or military- aircrafts as well as 

being used as a storage pad for aircrafts that are not scheduled for departure the same day of 

arrival. The east apron is also used for all diverts. Two stands are always s empty in case of 

emergency landing.   

4.1 Transfer Passenger Flow at KEF 

KEF has defined the minimum transfer passenger time at KEF to be 25 to 45 minutes, 

depending on the passenger’s origin and destination. Passengers at KEF are either arriving, 

departing or transferring. Every passenger goes through some barriers, facilities and 

processes at the airport. What they are differs from whether they are arriving, departing or 

transferring as well as if they are Schengen, non-Schengen or domestic passengers. Since 

2001 Iceland has been a part of the Schengen cooperation, which makes it easier to travel 

between other Schengen countries (AXA Schengen,2019; Gunnarsson, A., 2018). 

 The most frequent scheduled flights from Iceland to non-Schengen countries are to the 

United States and the United Kingdom. All flights arriving from outside of the European 

Economic Area (EEA) must go through an extra process before the passengers can mix with 

other Schengen passengers.  

The transfer passenger flow and facilitates passenger has to go through after arriving at KEF 

airport varies depending on where the passengers are coming from and which their 

destination is. The transfer passenger process starts with disembarking the arriving aircraft. 

After disembarking the aircraft, the transfer passengers enter the terminal and depending on 

what type of flow is in question, the transfer passenger goes through different facilities inside 

the terminal to be able to proceed to a departure gate. The different flows will be discussed 

below. 

4.1.1 KEF Terminal Layout 

Keflavík International Airport only has one terminal on two floors to divide the different 

types of passengers’ flow. The north building, corridor and south building on the second 

floor are mostly used for Schengen passenger flow, Figure 4.5, while the first floor of the 

corridor and south building is mostly used for non-Schengen passenger flow, see Figure 4.4.  
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Figure 4.4 KEF Terminal Layout on the forst Floor. Non- Schengen Passenger Flow. 

Ground floor: Non-Schengen Passenger Flow  

When a passenger arriving from a non-Schengen country enters KEF there are two 

possibilities – either the passenger is traveling to a non-Schengen country or a Schengen 

country. Non-Schengen passengers enter the terminal building on the lower level, either by 

contact gate, bus gate or a walk-in gate. See Figure 4.4 for location of non-Schengen gates 

at KEF as well as which gates are remote or contact. There is only one non-Schengen arrival 

gate, it is called D. Gates D15, D16, D21, D22, D23, D32, D34, D35 are contact stands. Gate 

D36 is the only walk in/out stand and the rest are bussing gates. Pay attention that gate D22b 

is located in the cellar and the stairs in Figure 4.4 indicate that to enter the area of the gate 

passengers must walk downstairs  

Two of the largest traffic destinations and arrivals at KEF are the USA and UK. Non-

Schengen arrival passengers traveling to a non-Schengen destination stay on the ground 

floor; the non-Schengen passenger can proceed to departure gate unhindered. If the 

passenger is traveling to the United States, there is a 10% chance for a passenger to be 

randomly selected for a secondary search before entering the departure flight. If a passenger 
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is selected their name will be called and asked to show up to the service desk, from there the 

passenger is lead to the secondary search and must pass the inspection before boarding the 

aircraft. Passenger traveling to a Schengen destination proceeds from arrival gate to 

immigration. The immigration hall is located on the second floor of the building. When a 

passenger passes the immigration the non-Schengen origin passenger enters the Schengen 

area.   

Figure 4.5 displays the second floor of the terminal building, which showcases the Schengen 

passenger flow for transfer passengers. The border control is located at the end of the corridor 

on the second floor, both immigration and emigration hall. 

 

Figure 4.5 KEF Terminal Layout on the Second Floor. Schengen Passenger Flow. 

Second floor: Schengen Passenger Flow at KEF 

Schengen origin passengers that enter the terminal by a passenger boarding bridge at a 

contact gate enter the building on the second floor. Passengers arriving on remote stands are 

transported to the terminal by a bus and enter the terminal on the ground floor at gate C and 

as soon as they enter the bus gate they must make their way upstairs to the second floor. 

Figure 4.5 shows the location of Schengen gates at KEF.  
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A Schengen origin passenger can travel to a Schengen or non-Schengen destination. If the 

passenger is traveling to a Schengen destination, there are no obstacles in the passenger’s 

way that hinders them to proceed straight from arrival gate to departure gate because of the 

Schengen cooperation. As earlier mentioned, Iceland has been a part of the Schengen 

cooperation since March 2001. The purpose of the Schengen cooperation is to make travel 

between countries in the Schengen community easier.  However, if the passenger is traveling 

to a non-Schengen destination the passenger must proceed to the emigration hall before 

entering the non-Schengen area where the departure gate is located.  

KEF terminal has both landside and airside elements. The landside elements are located in 

the main terminal, the north building. Landside facilities include a check-in hall and a 

security check. The security check for departing passengers originating at KEF is on the 

second floor in the main north building. Airside facilities do not only include facilities within 

the terminal but also all facilities, tasks and operations out on apron. The airside terminal 

elements at KEF are border control, both an immigration and an emigration hall, a second 

security search for 3rd nationals, arrival and departure gates, KABA-gates and a service desk. 

Security search for 3rd nationals originating passengers arriving at KEF is located in the 

basement of the south building. The border control halls are in the south terminal on the 

second floor. The immigration and emigration hall are very congested during peak hours of 

the day due to lack of space. See Figure 4.6 for layout of the emigration and immigration 

hall. 

 

Figure 4.6 Immigration and Emigration Hall Layout. Location of Fast Track Lanes. 

Fast Track 

Lane – 

immigration  

Fast Track 

Lane –

emigration 
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The blue and green arrows in Figure 4-6 show the location of a special lane in the border 

control halls where passengers with short connection time, specifically selected by the 

airline, have priority access through the border control - a Fast Track lane. This is done so 

the airlines can keep their on-time performance level as close as possible to 100%. 

Gates assigned to remote stands must have at least a 35-minute buffer between departures. 

The optimal time between departures at the same assigned gate is 45 minutes. That is because 

pre-boarding at remote gates should start 45 minutes before departure to speed along the 

boarding process. 

4.2 On time performance at KEF  

On-time performance (OTP) is measured between the confirmed time of arrival or departure 

to the actual time of arrival or departure. KEF airport’s on-time performance goal is 85 %. 

However, like Figure 4.7 shows, the arrival aircrafts in 2019 are only 76,9% on time. Late 

arrival aircrafts with transfer passenger effect the ongoing departure flight and might cause 

a delay and vice versa. The on-time performance goal is the same as for the arrival - it is set 

at 85%. The departure times are closer to the OTP goal than the arrivals, it is for the year 

2019 to date 83,1%. 

 

Figure 4.7 OTP Goal at KEF and year to date OTP information 

Now that the understanding of the KEF layout has been established, the next chapter in the 

thesis presents the findings of the observation, mapping up the process and cycle time of 

transfer passengers at KEF depending on what connection route passengers are on. The focus 

in this thesis is on the cycle time of transfer passengers at KEF and the transfer passenger 

flow at KEF. The cycle time is measured for connection route 1 and 3, or the transfer 

passenger connection route that is the most common at KEF.  

There are six different routes for connection passenger traveling through KEF airport. 

However, only two of them are the focus in this research because most of the transfer 

passengers are traveling on those two-connection routes through KEF. In the mornings the 

aircrafts arrive at KEF from a non-Schengen origin, mostly the USA arrivals, around five or 

six in the morning and the European, or Schengen departures, are from seven thirty to nine 

in the morning. Then, in the afternoon, aircrafts arrive from Europe or a Schengen origin 

around and three and four in the afternoon depart around five thirty to six to the USA or a 

non-Schengen destination.  
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5 Transfer Passenger Process at KEF 

In this chapter results from the analysis and modeling of the transfer passenger flow and 

process at KEF are described. Issues that exist in the process are recognized, assessed and 

analyzed. Performance measures are identified, the cycle time of different processes within 

the transfer passenger process as well as the total transfer passenger time at KEF are 

identified.  

Current process is presented in few phases, which are divided into three main sub processes. 

These main processes include all activities and tasks on apron, including transportation, 

terminal and boarding to a connecting departure flight. The main focus of this research is 

mapping up the process and identifying all current issues in the process, barriers, bottlenecks 

and methods servicing as obstacles in the process and effects the performance measures in 

this research the total transfer passenger time. The process owner of the transfer passenger 

process through KEF is Isavia Chief Executive Officer. The airlines, however, are 

responsible for their passengers and many other parties participate in the process. First, the 

current state process is presented. The overall processes for the transfer passenger process 

upon landing at Keflavík International airport see Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1 Overview for Sub Processes in the Current Transfer Passenger Process at KEF 

Each sub process will be described separately. The aircraft process and passenger process 

are divided into sub processes simultaneously upon arrival because of the separate material 

flowing through the process, one being the aircraft and the other the transfer passengers. 

First there are tasks, actions and information that must be carried out before the arrival flight 

lands at KEF. After landing, the process is divided into aircraft process and transfer 

passenger process. The transfer passenger process is then divided into another three phases. 

They are passenger process out on apron, transportation from apron to terminal and the 

passenger process inside the terminal. Only the tasks and actions necessary for transfer 

passenger flow are described in detailed issues are marked by numbers inside a circle and 

further explained in chapter six.  
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5.1 Before arrival at KEF  

In Figure 5.2 the tasks, events and actions are shown that must be taken before an aircraft 

with transfer passengers arrives at KEF. The aircraft process upon arrival at KEF will now 

be described. 

 

Figure 5.2 Before arrival at KEF process 

The process, Before arrival at KEF contains events and tasks that occur before the aircraft 

lands at KEF can be found in Figure 5.2. The process contains all necessary tasks that are 

relevant to the transfer passenger process from an aircraft’s arrival to a transfer passenger 

reaching his/hers assigned departure flight gate. The participants from Isavia in the process 

before landing are Terminal Operations Control Center (TOPS), Passengers service (PAX 

service) and the Bussing department. Other participants in the process are the airlines or a 

representative of the airline, often a ground handling agent company, who are responsible 

for all communications between an aircraft and TOPS. For example, if any changes have 

occurred with the soon approaching aircraft. TOPS mediate all relevant information to and 

from Isavia.  

1 2 

3 

4 5 

6 
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The process starts before the aircraft lands on one of KEF’s runways. Airlines apply in 

advance for slots at KEF for arrival and departure flights. As mentioned, a flight schedule 

for the airport is published two times a year. The summer schedule is made public on the 

30th of March and ends on the 26th of October when the winter schedule is made public. A 

scheduled commercial arriving aircraft is expected to arrive at KEF. It must be assigned to 

a stand and arrival gate depending on the aircraft’s size and the airport’s operational 

constrains as well as the facilities’ requirements. The system that KEF airport uses to allocate 

aircrafts to stands and gates is called Resource Management System (RMS). The system has 

rules built into it to make the process for TOPS easier and to eliminate employee mistakes. 

The automatic allocation is, however, turned off a few hours before arrival because of 

inaccuracy in the system allocation. TOPS then manually allocate aircrafts to stands and 

gates. TOPS also monitor the traffic and status out on apron and inform the tower and the 

airline if a stand is available. When TOPS allocate a commercial flight to a remote stand or 

a bus gate it automatically creates a task for the bussing department. This task must be 

assigned to a specific bus. Once the bus driver of the bus has accepted the task, the driver 

waits until the aircraft has landed in KEF and then the bus proceeds to the allocated stand. 

Once TOPS confirm the stand and gate allocation to an airline and all other relevant 

stakeholders in the process, TOPS role is to monitor aircraft traffic out on apron and to 

inform of all abnormalities.  

When hub airlines at KEF are expecting a late arrival flight, or when an unpredicted 

disruption occurs at the flights origin that caused the arrival at KEF to be delayed, the airlines 

select the most critical transfer passengers based on connection time and apply for a Fast 

Track process for those passengers through the border control at KEF. Both immigration and 

emigration hall have a special line dedicated to Fast Track passengers. When applying for a 

Fast Track process upon arrival at KEF there are certain rules that must be followed. The 

airline must submit their application 60 minutes before estimated time of arrival (ETA). The 

maximum number of passengers over a 20-minute period for the Fast Track process is 40. 

TOPS evaluate each request they receive. TOPS use a Fast Track procedure that Isavia 

publish to evaluate each application. If any of the rules in the procedure are not met, the 

request is denied, and TOPS informs the airline of the rejection. However, if a request meets 

all the requirements of TOPS’ procedures they accept the request for a Fast Track process 

and inform all relevant participants in the process, that is the airline, PAX service and the 

border control police. See Figure 5.3 for approved Fast Track application from TOPS. The 

figure shows which airline has approved fast track, dates the original flight and the 20/20 

ETA time from airport and the arrival destination with the destination estimate 20/20-time 

ETD from airport as well as how many passengers there are for each connection. The transfer 

passenger time, i.e. the time from ETA to ETD cannot be less than 20 minutes and no more 

than 45 minutes.  
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Figure 5.3 Fast Track Application at KEF 

The airline is responsible for informing the crew of the arrival of a flight. Once the crew 

has been informed an announcement is made on board the aircraft, before landing. This is 

done to inform those passengers traveling to a specific destination that they must collect 

their Fast Track tickets upon landing at KEF. PAX service is responsible for preparing the 

border control hall for expected Fast Track passengers. PAX service then waits for the 

arriving Fast Track passengers to enter the terminal. The border control police notify TOPS 

that they approve and are informed. The process prior to landing occurs before the transfer 

passengers are direct participants in the transfer process at KEF that is that while 

passengers are on board the aircraft their process is dependent on the aircraft process. The 

preparation period is, however, critical for transfer passenger time and the snowball affect 

that one late arrival can have on the entire airport operation. 

5.2 Aircraft process upon arrival at KEF 

Once the aircraft has landed on KEF´s runway, the aircraft process at KEF begins, see Figure 

5.4 for the next sub process that is the aircraft process upon arrival at KEF.  

Participants in the process are mainly the airline, the aircraft itself and TOPS from Isavia. 

The aircraft drives to KEF apron on a taxiway that serves as a gateway between the runway 

and apron. The capacity limit of the airport is determined by the capacity of the runways at 

KEF, which are 32 movements per hour. The average time an aircraft spends on the runway 

is three minutes before it makes a turn on taxiway echo and enters taxiways. From the 

runway the aircraft proceed to taxiways. The time it takes an aircraft to get from taxiways to 

a stand differs by which stand the aircraft is allocated. Taxi time to remote and walk in/out 

stand is on average three and a half minutes. The entire process on average from runway to 

an allocated parking stand differs between what stand the aircraft is allocated but the average 

is around six and a half minutes.  
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Figure 5.4 Arriving Flight Lands at KEF. Current Process of Arriving Aircraft out on 

Apron. 

Because of how widely spread the remote stands are on KEF apron the author divided them 

into four different zones and analyzed taxi time from actual arrival time to on chocks time 

for each zone, see Figure 5.5 for layout of Remote zones 1-4, Contact stands and Walk in/out 

stands.  
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Figure 5.5 Layout of Remote Aircraft Parking Stands by Remote Stand Zone 1-4, Contact 

Stand and Walk in/out Stand. 

From the runway the aircraft proceeds to a taxiway. If the allocated stand is not available, 

the aircraft must wait out on a taxiway or on a storage pad for the allocated parking stand to 

be available, i.e. the aircraft is put into gate hold while it waits. The time an aircraft is in gate 

hold is different for each situation. Gate hold and the amount of time an aircraft is in gate 

hold is recorded into a TOPS journal. When the aircraft is given approval to precede to the 

allocated stand the aircraft proceeds to KEF apron. The airline, or a representative of the 

airline, waves the aircraft to the allocated stand, places chocks under the aircraft’s wheels 

and secures the aircraft on stand. They are also responsible for registering the aircraft as “on 

chocks” in the airport system. A signal is made from the on-ground operations to the pilot 

and he APU is turned off and ground power unit connected. Once the aircraft is secured the 

airline, or a representative of the airline, connects either a passenger boarding bridge or stairs 

to the aircraft, depending on the type of parking stand the aircraft was allocated. 
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Table 5.1 Average Taxi Time from Taxiways to Allocated Aircraft Parking Zone 

Stands Average Taxi 

time minutes  

Number of aircraft 

measured  

Contact Stand 03:52 21 

Walk in/out stand 03:07 10 

Remote stand Zone 1 03:04 22 

Remote stand Zone 2 03:06 23 

Remote stand Zone 3 03:08 12 

Remote stand Zone 4 03:32 10 

 

Table 5.1 shows that the average taxi times after the aircraft proceeds from runway to 

allocated times are approximately 3 to 4 minutes. The difference is not significant. One of 

the most complicated and most critical airport operations in relation to transfer passenger 

time is the apron operation. The goal is to minimize the time it takes for transfer 

passengers to enter the airport terminal from arrival of the flight.  

 

Figure 5.6 shows the entire time from the actual aircraft landing time until the aircraft is 

secured on allocated remote parking stands out on apron divided by zones. The zones show 

that the allocation of arrival flights in different remote zones does not have a statistically 

significant impact on the overall transfer passenger time. However, deviations occur like in 

zone 1 and that is due to stand availability, or it could be due to aircraft traffic out on apron 

during peak hours. 

 

Figure 5.6 Taxi Time from Actual Aircraft Landing Time until Aircraft is Parked at 

Allocated Parking Stand 
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The minimum, maximum and average value of measurements on taxi time at different zones 

can be seen in Figure 5.7. It is clear that the minimum total taxi time is at Zone 3 whereas 

Zone 1 and 2 have a wider range between the minimum and maximum taxi time measured. 

Once the aircraft door is open the passenger process begins. At walk in/out stands and remote 

stands, stairs are connected to the aircraft door. The ground handlers knock on the door 

signifies that the stairs have been properly connected and secured in place and thereby it is 

safe to open the aircraft door. Once the aircraft door is opened by the crew, the passenger 

process begins just as it does at contact stands. Over 150 arrivals on remote stands were 

observed at different zones.  

 

Figure 5.7 Total Taxi Time: From Actual Landing Time until Aircraft is on Chocks. 

For contact stands, the airline or a representative of the airline are responsible for connecting 

the passenger boarding bridge. Once the bridge is correctly placed and secured at the aircraft 

door, the person connecting the bridge knocks on the aircraft door as a signal to the crew 

that it is safe to open the aircraft door. During the observation period the time from aircraft 

was on chocks until the first passenger disembarked the aircraft was measured. Figure 5.8 

shows the difference in time depending on if it is contact stand or remote stands that are in 

use, divided by zones on the time it takes for passengers to be able to participate in the 

process and disembark the aircraft. The time at contact stands and zones 1 and 2 and the time 

it takes for airlines or the ground handling company to open the aircraft for disembarking is 

consistently less than in zones 3 and 4. 
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Figure 5.8 Time Measured from Aircraft on Allocated Parking Stand until the First 

Passenger Disembarks the Aircraft. 

Figure 5.9 and 5.10 shows the time difference between contact stands and remote stands. 

The figure shows that it takes an aircraft on a contact stand at least 3 minutes from parking 

on an aircraft parking stand before passengers can disembark the aircraft. On remote zone 1, 

2, 3 and 4 it takes almost 1 minute longer to open the aircraft door. Here the time is more 

distributed and in some cases the time during observation was maximum 11 minutes on 

remote stands but only five minutes at contact stands. 

 

Figure 5.9 Time Measured from Aircraft was Parked on Stand until First PAX Disembarks 

the Aircraft at Contact Stand 

Figure 5.10 shows the total time measured from when an aircraft is parked at a remote stand 

divided by zones until the first passenger disembarks the aircraft by stairs connected to the 

aircraft. The conclusions for all zones are very similar, however, due to the location of zone 

1 and 3, the aircraft can be slightly quicker from landing to parking at allocated stand at these 

zones as is the case for zones 2 and 4. 
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Figure 5.10 Time Measured from an Aircraft is Parked on Stand until first PAX 

Disembarks the Aircraft at a Remote Stand 

Offloading of cargo and luggage can begin parallel to the process of de-boarding passengers. 

Once the last passenger disembarks the aircraft, cleaning agents enter the aircraft whilst the 

portable water tank is being refilled, and waste is removed. The aircraft must be refueled 

before the departure flight and this is done with no passengers on board. Once the aircraft is 

refueled the aircraft is prepared for next departure as the catering wagons are replaced and 

cleaning is completed then the gate agent is allowed to start boarding passengers for the next 

flight. 

Once the aircraft door has been opened the individual passenger process begins where the 

transfer passenger process separates from the arrival passenger process once passengers have 

entered the terminal building. The transfer passenger process at KEF is the next step mapped 

up and described in the process.                                                                                              

5.3 Transfer passenger process at KEF 

The current process’ second sub process is the transfer passenger process from KEF apron 

to KEF terminal. This process will be described in two phases. De-boarding at contact and 

remote stands including transportation from a stand to the terminal and then the transfer 

passenger process inside the terminal.   
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5.3.1 Transfer passenger process out on apron 

The first phase of the process is the passenger process out on apron. Its current status is 

mapped up in Figure 5.11. Passengers disembark the aircraft once the passenger boarding 

bridge or stairs have been connected to the aircraft and the aircraft door has been opened. 

During the observation period it was noted that the personnel handling the passenger 

boarding bridge was not very confident in operating it and in 6 out of 21 times during the 

observation there was a delay due to this when connecting the passenger boarding bridge.  

 

Figure 5.11 Transfer Passenger Flow Current Process from Arrival out on Apron to 

Terminal 

If a Fast Track announcement is made on board then passengers that qualify for a Fast Track 

process collect their tickets by the aircraft’s door from an airline personnel or a representative 

of the airline when disembarking the aircraft. The personnel handing out the ticket is 

responsible for calling out the destination/s that qualify for a Fast Track ticket. When 

handing out a Fast Track ticket the employee does not ask the passengers collecting the 

tickets to show they’re departing boarding passes, and therefore any passenger could take a 

Fast Track ticket. 

16 

11 12 13 

9 10 
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The transfer process is divided into three possible ways to enter the terminal, depending on 

the type of parking stand the aircraft is assigned to. At a contact stand the passengers 

disembark the aircraft by a passenger boarding bridge where they walk across the bridge to 

the attached arrival gate and enter the terminal. The process at walk-in/out stands and remote 

stands starts the same way, by passenger disembarking the aircraft but now by stairs 

connected to the aircraft. Passengers on walk in/out stands walk from the bottom of the stairs 

to the assigned arrival walk-in/out gate and through that they enter the terminal. Remote 

stands require passengers to be transported from the stand to an arrival bus gate. Passengers 

then walk from the bottom of the stairs to a bus. When the bus is full it proceeds to the arrival 

bus gate depending on the origin of the flight. Table 5.2 shows the average time of a 

passenger disembarking process from an aircraft at KEF on all three types of parking stands 

at KEF. It also shows the time it takes from the first passenger disembarks the aircraft until 

the last passenger disembarks the aircraft. The table furthermore displays the entire total de-

boarding time measured from when the first passenger disembarks the aircraft until the last 

passenger enters the terminal. 

Table 5.2 Time it Takes to Disembark and De-board an Aircraft at KEF 

Types of stand  Average 

Disembarking 

Time 

Average de-boarding 

time: from stand to 

terminal 

N 

Contact Stands  00:12:05 00:12:45 50 

Remote/Walk in-out stands  00:06:53 00:11:24 150 

It is clear from measurements in table 5.2 that the disembarking time without transportation 

on remote stands is almost 50 % less on remote stands than on contact stands. The overall 

average disembarking time is less at remote stand than on contact stands.  

The average number indicates that the disembarking process at remote stands is quicker. 

Figure 5.12 shows the distribution of disembarking times measured under the observation. 

The time it takes for all passengers to disembark an aircraft at remote stand is often less than 

11 minutes but has diversely distributed de-boarding times than contact stands.  

 

Figure 5.12 Distribution of Disembarking Times at Contact Stands in Minutes. 
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As there was a difference in the total passenger number, the disembarking time is also 

calculated for passenger per minute disembarking the aircraft. Then the difference of the 

total number of passengers per flight has been accounted for. Disembarking time is less at 

contact stands than at remote stands, see Figure 5.13. 

 

Figure 5.13 Distribution of Passengers Disembarking the Aircraft per Minute at Contact 

Stand and Remote Stands. 

To compare, Figure 5.14 shows that the disembarking time measured in passenger per 

minute is more likely to be higher on remote stands than on contact stands.  

 

Figure 5.14 Minimum, Maximum and Average Passenger per Minute - Time Documented 

During Observation at Contact Stands and Remote Stands 

Figure 5.15 shows the difference in disembarking time depending on use of one or two stairs 

at remote and walk-in/out stands. The figure shows how the maximum de-boarding time can 

be much greater when using only one staircase. 
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Figure 5.15 Distribution of De-boarding Time with One or Two Stairs at a Remote Stand. 

As there was a difference in total passenger numbers per each arrival flight, the de-boarding 

time was divided by the total passenger number on the arrival flight. Therefore, it is apparent 

that the measurement passenger disembarking aircraft per minute offers a more accurate 

comparison and describes the difference in de-boarding time for passengers per minute. The 

figure shows that by using two stairs there is a possibility to de-board approximately 70 

passengers per minute. However, by using only one staircase the maximum de-boarding of 

passengers per minute is a little short of 50 passengers per minute. The total de-boarding of 

passengers per minute capacity is displayed in Figure 5.16. 

 

Figure 5.16 Distribution of Passengers per Minute Disembarking an Aircraft with One or 

Two Stairs. 

During the observation, it was noted that airlines do not always use two stairs when 

disembarking on remote stands and that this greatly affects the de-boarding time. De-

boarding at contact stands is limited with only one exit that is connected to the passenger 

boarding bridge. 

Once an aircraft lands at KEF a bus is assigned to the arriving aircraft, the transportation 

process can be found in Figure 5.17. The bus makes its way to the aircraft allocated stand 

and is ready once passengers start disembarking the aircraft. The bus driver opens the bus 

doors and boards the passengers. Each bus takes up to 75-80 passengers and once the bus is 
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full it makes its way to the linked arrival bus gate. Once the bus stops at the arrival gate, the 

bus driver opens the gate door and then the bus doors. Passengers disembark the bus and 

walk to the arrival bus gate. The bus driver then marks job complete in the system and is 

available for new tasks.  

 

Figure 5.17 Transportation Process from Allocated Remote Stand to Assigned Arrival Bus 

Gate 

The bus arrival gates are single entrances and as mentioned one bus accommodates around 

70-80 passengers. These 70-80 passengers all disembark the bus at the same time and a line 

forms out on apron. During peak hours this leads to buses full of passengers that line-up and 

wait in-line to de-board passengers. See Figure 5.18 for an example. Here there are 5 buses 

in line full of passenger and the line of buses blocks stand number 9 and departure gate D22b. 

 

Figure 5.18 Five Buses Wait at Arrival Bus Gate C to De-Board Passengers at the 

Terminal. 

There are three arrival bus gates at KEF. During the observation on remote stands the total 

number of arrival flights allocated at each time was documented, see Figure 5.19. Arrival 

bus gate D is the only arrival bus gate for non-Schengen passengers; but C and A2 can both 

be used for Schengen arrival passengers. Even though buses line up at arrival bus gate C 

during peak hours then arrival gate A2 is not frequently used, despite begin closer to Zone 

2.  

11 12 13 
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Figure 5.19 Arrival Bus Gate Usage During Observation. 

The total transfer time during the observation was measured from when the bus drove from 

an aircraft parking stand until the first passenger disembarked the bus and entered the 

terminal.  Figure 5.20 shows that the transportation time usually is less than 5 minutes but 

because of the wait in front of arrival gates there are sometimes during peak hours, when the 

transfer time is most critical, that the transportation time is up to 22 minutes. The information 

flow between the bus department and TOPS about arrival bus gate allocation is lacking in 

these situations.   

 

Figure 5.20 Distribution of Transportation Time from Aircraft Stand to KEF Terminal 

The current layout of arrival bus gate C affects the transfer passenger time when an arriving 

aircraft is allocated to arrival bus gate C and lands very close to another flight. Thereby, 

congestion at arrival gate can have a big effect on the entire airline operation. 

The total de-boarding time documented during observation was plotted in Figure 5.21. The 

total de-boarding time starts when the first passenger disembarks the aircraft and ends when 

the last passenger enters the terminal. For passengers disembarking the aircraft at a contact 

stand it is the time from when the first passenger walks through the aircraft door and enters 

the passenger boarding bridge and ends when the last passenger walks out of the end of the 

passenger boarding bridge and enters the terminal. For passengers disembarking the aircraft 

on remote stands and walk in/out stands with stairs the de-boarding time starts when the first 
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passenger steps out on the top of the stairs and ends when the last passenger enters the 

terminal, either by walking from the bottom of the stairs to the arrival gate or is transported 

from the bottom of the stairs with a bus to the terminal. Both the minimum and maximum 

de-boarding times are at remote stands. The most frequent time is between 10 and 11 minute 

however at remote stands however at contact stand it is 9 to 10 minutes. 

 

Figure 5.21 Distribution of Total De-Boarding Time at Contact and Remote Stands. 

Figure 5.22 compares average de-boarding time by remote stands zones and contact stands. 

It is visible that de-boarding on remote zones 3 and 4 takes longer than on contact stands. 

The lowest de-boarding time is, however, on remote zones 1 and 2. 

 

Figure 5.22 Average De-boarding Times at Contact Stands and Remote Stands Divided by 

Zones. 

The total de-boarding time does not take into consideration the fact that the total passenger 

number for each flight is different and that this affects the total de-boarding time. To see a 

better pattern in de-boarding difference between remote stands and contact stands the de-

boarding time is calculated with the total passenger number divided by the de-boarding time. 

See the distribution of passenger per minute in Figure 5.23. 
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Figure 5.23 Distribution of De-boarding Total Passengers per Minute at Contact Stands 

and Remote Stands. 

As de-boarding time is affected by the load factor of the arriving flight, Figure 5-24 shows 

how many passengers per each minute enter the terminal. Remote zones 3 and 4 have almost 

a 4 passengers per minute lower number than contact stands and remote zones 1 and 2. The 

reason for the difference in zone 1 and 2 can be due to non-usage of all available arrival bus 

gates. 

 

Figure 5.24 Average De-boarding of Passenger per Minute at Contact and Remote Stands. 

Once passengers have de-boarded the aircraft the Terminal process initiates. Passengers 

enter airport terminal through assigned gate.  

5.3.2 Passenger flow inside KEF terminal 

The passenger flow inside the terminal is divided into three different flows that are not 

allowed under any circumstances to cross paths or mix. The arrival flight has origin in either 

Schengen, non-Schengen or is domestic. The arrival transfer passenger process inside the 

terminal is shown in Figure 5.25.  
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Figure 5.25 Current Process of a Passenger Entering KEF Terminal to Their Departure 

Gate. 

The contact gates only accommodate Schengen and non-Schengen passengers. Schengen 

passengers enter the terminal through their arrival gate on the second floor in the C area or 

the Schengen area. Non-Schengen passengers leave the passenger boarding bridge on the 

second floor and walk straight downstairs and walk out from the gate on the first floor in the 

terminal, or into the D area, the Non-Schengen area. Walk in/out stands only accommodate 

Schengen and non-Schengen passengers. This is just like the contact stands but unlike the 

contact stands passengers enter the arrival gate on the first floor of the building and Schengen 

passengers must walks straight upstairs and enter the terminal on the second floor. Non-

Schengen passengers walk straight ahead through the arrival gate and enter the terminal on 

the first floor of the terminal.  

Remote stands accommodate all three types of origin passengers - Schengen, non-Schengen 

and domestic. Schengen passengers enter the terminal through arrival bus gate C on the first 

14 

14 

15 16 17 
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floor of the building and must walk upstairs to enter the terminal. Non-Schengen passengers 

enter the terminal through an arrival bus gate D on the first floor of the building and walk 

straight through the gate and enter the terminal on the first floor of the building. Domestic 

origin passengers enter the terminal through arrival bus gate E. Once the passengers have 

entered the gate on the first-floor they walk straight down to the basement where a security 

screening awaits them. Passengers then process through security. Once the passengers have 

been processed through a security screening in the basement the passengers mix with the 

non-Schengen passenger flow.  

Schengen passenger transfer flow depends on the passenger’s destination. A Schengen 

passenger traveling to a Schengen destination can walk straight from the arrival gate to a 

departure gate. However, a Schengen passenger traveling to a non-Schengen destination is 

required to proceed to the emigration border control hall to be processed before entering the 

non-Schengen area. If a passenger has collected a Fast Track ticket at the arrival gate the 

passenger proceeds to a special Fast Track lane and hands PAX service, the ticket. PAX 

service then opens the lane and the passenger proceeds through immigration with a Fast 

Track process. The acceptable fast Track processing time is supposed to be less than 5 

minutes. All other passengers are divided into different flow by their passports. EU passport 

holders can precede thought immigration by automatic border control gates. All other 

passengers proceed through immigration by border control booths. 

After the immigration border control all passengers must scan their boarding passes on the 

KABA gates located behind the border control booths. If a green light appears on the KABA 

gate the passenger is free to proceed downstairs through the non-Schengen duty free store 

and enter the non-Schengen area on the first floor of the building. However, if a red light 

appears on the KABA gate the passenger is traveling to a US destination and has been 

selected for a secondary search. Once the passenger has been processed through the 

secondary search and everything checks out, the passenger is free to proceed downstairs and 

through the non-Schengen duty free sore from where the passenger enters the non-Schengen 

area. Once a Schengen passenger traveling to a non-Schengen destination enters the non-

Schengen area, they are free to proceed to their departure gate. Once the aircraft has been 

refueled and is ready for departure, the transfer passenger boards the departure flight.  

Non-Schengen passenger transfer flow depends on the passenger’s destination. A non-

Schengen passenger traveling to a Schengen destination is obligated to proceed through 

immigration before entering the Schengen area. Passengers entitled for a Fast Track process 

through the immigration, hand their Fast Track ticket to PAX service and PAX service 

collects the ticket and opens the Fast Track lane. The passenger then proceeds through 

immigration by the Fast Track process. Passengers not entitled to the Fast Track process are 

divided by passports. EU passport holders can process through the automatic immigration 

border control. All other passport holders process through the immigration border control 

booths. 

Once a non-Schengen origin passenger has processed through immigration and entered the 

Schengen area on the second-floor the passenger is free to proceed to the departure gate. A 

non-Schengen passenger traveling to a non-Schengen destination enters the terminal on the 

first floor, the non-Schengen area where non-Schengen departure gate are also located. 

However, if the passenger is traveling to the USA and has been selected for a secondary 

search the passenger cannot board the departing flight before going through the secondary 

search process. A representative from the secondary search then makes an announcement 
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and asks specific passenger to gather at the service desk. The passenger then heads to the 

service desk in the non-Schengen area and from there the passenger is guided to the 

secondary search located behind the emigration hall on the second floor. The passenger is 

processed through the secondary search and once finished with the process the passenger is 

free to return to the non-Schengen area on the first floor and proceed to the departure gate.  

A passenger arriving from a domestic origin (outside of Schengen or non-Schengen) mixes 

with the non-Schengen process. The passenger passes security screening and goes through 

the same process as described for non-Schengen passengers depending on the passenger’s 

destination.  

 The transfer passenger process at KEF ends when the transfer passenger blends with other 

departing passengers when boarding the departure flight. The time from when at gate was 

closed until the departing flight left the aircraft parking stand was documented during the 

observation time period. The total turnaround time for an aircraft at KEF is critical and 

transfer passengers have been noted to affect the OTP for airlines at KEF. 

5.4 Critical path and departure flight on-time 

performance 

During the observation the critical path of the aircraft current process it was noted that the 

transfer passengers were not the only cause for delay. The critical path in the transfer 

passenger process matters because if the departure flight is not ready for passengers to 

embark the aircraft the transfer passenger waits in front of the departure gate for the boarding 

process to begin. The author of the thesis mapped out the time each task took parallel to the 

passenger process, tasks such as catering, cleaning, bulk cargo, refueling, portable waste and 

ground power tasks. 

Off-loading cargo and baggage starts at the same time that the passenger disembarks the 

arriving aircraft or around 5 minutes after the aircraft is on chocks. The tasks defined in the 

literature as part of the critical path represent the black process and then the gray process are 

all other tasks performed alongside the critical path. Once the aircraft has been cleaned, 

catering carts have been replaced and filled for departure and the aircraft has been fueled the 

aircraft is ready for the departure process. The cargo and luggage on loading processes begin 

parallel to the passenger boarding process.  

The departing flight was not always ready as soon as all passengers had embarked the aircraft 

and the departure gate had been closed. The distribution of the time it took for the aircraft to 

depart from when the departure gate had been closed at KEF is gathered in Figure 5.26 shows 

that the average time from when the departure gate is closed and until the aircraft leaves the 

stand is around 14 minutes. 
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Figure 5.26 The Time from when a Departure Gate has been Closed until a Departing 

Flight Leaves a Parking Stand. Minimum, Maximum and Average Measurements 

Shown. 

The reason for what is causing the delay of the aircraft departure after the last passenger has 

boarded the aircraft is not analyzed in this research. These measurements only point out that 

the transfer passenger process is not the only matter that KEF airport must look at when it 

comes to airlines on-time performance and the airports efficiency. The last passengers at 

peak hours are in many cases the transfer passengers. 
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5.5 Total transfer passenger time at KEF  

The total transfer time at Keflavik International airport is defined as the time of actual aircraft 

arrival until the time a departure gate is closed. All passengers on an arrival flight, including 

transfer passengers, must go through the same process as the aircraft until passengers are 

able to disembark the arriving aircraft and until they board their departure flight. The 

departure flight cannot leave until all passengers have boarded the aircraft or the departure 

gate has been registered closed. The transfer passengers at KEF are in most cases the last 

passengers at a departure gate. Due to this the total transfer passenger time at KEF is 

measured from an aircraft’s actual arrival time until the departure gate has been closed.  

The steps documented during this observation from airport 20/20 are actual landing times, 

on chocks time and the departure gate’s closing time. The time from the first passenger 

disembarks the aircraft; disembarking is complete and when passengers enter the terminal 

are all manually measured from the observations. The airport does not easily document the 

time a transfer passenger spends at each facility inside the terminal. Therefore, only the time 

the passenger enters the terminal was documented manually during the observation and then 

based on the airport’s data from when the departure gate was closed is documented, therefore 

a gap is in the passenger’s journey inside the terminal. Figure 5.27 shows a simple process 

flow chart for total transfer time at KEF.  

 

Figure 5.27 Simple Flowchart of the Transfer Passenger Process at KEF 

The total transfer passenger time was observed and recorded during the observation period 

both for Schengen to non-Schengen, connection route 3 and non-Schengen to Schengen, 

connection route 1. These observations occurred during peak hours at the airport. 

5.5.1 Schengen to Non-Schengen 

The total transfer passenger time for Schengen origin to a non-Schengen destination was 

documented for 45 different connections during the observation period. The results are 

shown in Figure 5.28. The average total transfer time was 42 minutes. Minimum recorded 

transfer time was 25 minutes and the maximum just over one hour.   
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Figure 5.28 Total Transfer Passenger Time at KEF. Connection Route 3, Schengen to non-

Schengen. 

The total transfer time displayed in Figure 5.29 shows total transfer time by what type of 

aircraft parking stand the arrival flight was assigned to. The reason for more documented 

connections on contact stands is because airlines prefer that a flight that is arriving late with 

a high number of transfer passenger to be allocated on a contact stands and request a change 

if the flight is assigned to a remote or walk in/out stand. The airlines state that the total 

transfer passenger time is less at contact stands then on remote or walk in/out stands. 

 

Figure 5.29 Transfer Time Divided by Different Types of Aircraft Parking Stands 

The average total transfer time at different types of arrival parking stands was documented. 

For arrivals on remote stands the average total transfer time is 37 minutes, the minimum 

total transfer time is 27 minutes and the maximum total transfer time is 58 minutes. For 

arrivals on walk in/out stands only two connections were documented where the average 

total transfer time was documented to be 31 minutes. However, since there are only two 

records of an arriving flight that was assigned to a walk in/out stand, the measurements are 

not statistically significant. For arrivals on contact stands the average total transfer time was 

documented as 44 minutes. The minimum total transfer time was 25 minutes and the 

maximum total transfer time documented at contact stand was just over one hour. 
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Figure 5.30 displays total transfer time at contact stands divided by the type of parking stands 

the departure flight was assigned to. The average total transfer time at contact arrival stand 

to contact departure stand was 46 minutes, for departure flight on remote stands it was just 

under 42 minutes and then for departure flight assigned to a walk-in/out stand the average 

time was 43 minutes. 

 

Figure 5.30 Total Transfer Time. Arrival Aircraft on Contact Stand to Departure flight on 

Contact, Remote or Walk-in/Out Stand. 

Figure 5.31 describes the total transfer time where the arriving aircraft is allocated to a 

remote parking stand and displays different total transfer times depending on what type of 

aircraft parking stand the departure flight was assigned to. The average total transfer time 

when the arriving aircraft is on a remote stand and the departure flight is allocated to a 

contact stand was 34 and a half minutes. When the departure flight is assigned to remote 

stand it was 39 minutes. Only one connection was recorded where the arrival aircraft was 

assigned to a remote stand and the departure flight assigned to a walk-in/out stand and 

therefore it is not statistically significant. 

 

Figure 5.31 Total Transfer Time. Arrival Aircraft on Remote Stand - Departure Flight 

Allocated Contact Stand, Remote Stand and Walk-in/out Stand. 

The total time was then measured for Non-Schengen to Schengen destination.  
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5.5.2 Non-Schengen to a Schengen 

The total transfer passenger time for non-Schengen origin to a Schengen destination was 

documented for 49 different connections during the observation period, shown in Figure 

5.32.  

 
Figure 5.32 Total Transfer Passenger Time at KEF. Non-Schengen to Schengen 

Connection. 

The average total transfer time was just under 36 minutes. The minimum recorded transfer 

time was 22 minutes and the maximum-recorded total transfer time was just over one hour. 

The total transfer average time from non-Schengen origin to a Schengen destination was 

almost 6 minutes less than total transfer time from Schengen origin to a non-Schengen 

destination’s departure. 

Figure 5.33 shows the total transfer time documented for arrival aircraft allocated to the 

different parking stands. 

 

Figure 5.33 Total Transfer Time for Arrival Aircraft Assigned to Remote Aircraft Parking 

Stand. 

For a remote aircraft parking stand the average total transfer time was recorded as 36 

minutes. The minimum was 23 minutes and the maximum were 53 minutes. Regarding the 

total transfer time for an arriving aircraft allocated to walk-in/out stand the number of 

connections recorded were only three and therefore the measurements are not statistically 

significant. The total transfer time for arriving aircraft allocated to a contact aircraft parking 
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stand had the average transfer time of 33 minutes, with the minimum time of 22 minutes and 

the maximum time of 45 minutes. 

Figure 5.34 and 5.35 display the difference in transfer passenger time depending on allocated 

type of aircraft parking stand for the departure flight. There it’s most noticeable the 

difference in the connection time measured. When the departure flight is on a remote stand 

the connecting time seems to be slightly longer. 

 

Figure 5.34 Total Transfer Time. Arrival Aircraft on Contact Stand, Departure Flight 

Allocated a Contact Stand, Remote Stand and Walk-in/out Stand. 

 

Figure 5.35 Total transfer time. Arrival Aircraft on Remote Stand and Departure Flight 

Allocated a Contact Stand, Remote Stand and Walk-in/out Stand. 

All steps in the process are made more efficient. However, the type of departure gate/stand 

the departing flight was assigned also matters but does not affect the overall process as much 

as what type of gate the arrival aircraft is assigned to. As for remote departure gates then the 

bus gates are located far from the immigration/emigration hall. Some gates, however, for 

example contact aircraft stands have smaller pre-boarding areas that slow down the boarding 

process for the departure flight. 
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6 Issue documentation and impact 

assessment 

While mapping up the current status of the arriving aircraft and transfer passenger process, 

issues that were present in the overall transfer passenger process were documented and 

analyzed. Issue documentation and impact assessment were conducted from issues present 

in the observation as well as from interviews and workshops held before and after the current 

process was mapped out. Each issue has a number and is marked in the current process where 

the issue is current. During the observation, issues were analyzed based the impact the issue 

had on the overall transfer passenger process.  

Table 6.2 lists the problems that were present in the current state of the process. Issues 

documented from 1 to 17 are all described, defined, assessed both qualitative and numerical, 

the cause of the issue is described and finally the issues are given the number of 1 to 5 

depending on their impact on the transfer passenger process time. The meaning of the impact 

numbers is explained in Table 6.1.  

Table 6.1 Meaning of Impact Numbers Described 

Number  Impact  

1 Only impacts a specific task or action but not the total transfer 

passenger process time  

2 Impacts a specific task and/or action and has a small impact on 

the total transfer passenger process time  

3 Impacts more than one task and/or action in the total passenger 

process  

4 Impacts all tasks and/or actions in the total passenger process  

5 Overall effect on the total passenger process time and snowball 

effect on the airlines and airport operation  
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Table 6.2 Issue Documentation and Impact Assessment. 

No. Description  Qualitative 

assessment 

Numerical 

assessment 

Cause  Impact  

1. Stand 

allocation – 

based on 

transfer 

passenger 

time  

Unsatisfied 

transfer 

passenger 

and airline  

Time in 

transfer 

passenger 

process  

Every shift is different, and the 

rules for allocating based on 

passenger flow are not written 

down but rather based on staff 

experience and knowledge  

5 

2.  Gate 

allocation- 

based on 

transfer 

passenger 

flow  

Unsatisfied 

transfer 

passengers 

Utilization 

of facilities 

and time in 

passenger 

process 

Every shift is different, and the 

rules for allocating based on 

passenger flow are not written 

down but rather based on staff 

experience and knowledge  

5 

3.  Arrival 

times in the 

airport 

operation 

system not 

accurate   

Unsatisfied 

transfer 

passenger, 

airline and 

Isavia staff  

Transfer 

passenger 

time 

 

 

Airlines’ staff manually confirm 

aircraft landing time before the 

aircraft lands - when arrival times 

are manually updated in the 

system the automatic time update 

feature is disabled 

5 

4.  Selecting 

not critical 

transfer 

passengers 

for Fast 

Track 

Unsatisfied 

Isavia staff 

and airline 

Time for 

transfer 

passenger 

The request for Fast Track must 

arrive to TOPS no later than 60 

minutes before ETA - in these 60 

minutes the aircraft’s ETA 

changes 

3 

5. Information 

onboard the 

aircraft to 

Fast Track 

passenger   

 

Unsatisfied 

passenger, 

PAX service 

and transfer 

passenger  

Time for 

transfer 

passenger 

 

No records kept on if and how 

announcements are made before 

landing 3 

 

6. Information 

between 

TOPS and 

PAX service  

Staff 

unhappiness  

Number of 

Fast Track 

accepted, 

Isavia 

employee 

time 

Repetition with follow up calls 

from TOPS to PAX service.  

Waste in work procedure for 

TOPS states that they must follow 

up with the email with a phone 

call  

4 
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7.  Trouble 

connecting 

passenger 

boarding 

bridge to 

aircraft 

Transfer 

passenger 

unsatisfied  

De-boarding 

time 

Employees operating the 

passenger boarding bridge did not 

leave the bridge as it should be 

left after use - then next employee 

would not know how to fix it 

2 

8. Airline uses 

one 

staircase 

when 

boarding/de

-boarding 

aircraft 

Dissatisfied 

transfer 

passenger 

and staff 

De-boarding 

time 

Airline chooses how many stairs 

are used during de-boarding of 

the aircraft. No clear rules on stair 

usage on remote stands at KEF  3 

9.  Handing out 

Fast Track 

ticket  

Dissatisfied 

PAX service 

staff  

De-boarding 

time  

The airline hands out tickets are 

the aircraft door; passengers 

collect the tickets and slow down 

the entire de-boarding process  

2 

10. The Fast 

Track name 

confusing 

passengers  

Unsatisfied 

passenger 

and PAX 

staff 

Wasted 

PAX service 

time  

Other passengers than transfer 

passengers want to pay for 

priority through the border 

control because the name Fast 

Track is used at many airports as 

priority through security control 

that, available via purchase 

2 

11.  Arrival bus 

gate 

entrance too 

small 

Dissatisfied 

passengers  

Wasted time 

for transfer 

passenger  

A bus of 80 passengers parks at 

the arrival bus gate and the gate is 

too small to be able to 

accommodate 80 passengers at a 

time 

4 

12. Arrival bus 

gate badly 

utilized  

Dissatisfied 

passengers 

Wasted time 

for transfer 

passenger 

A long single queuing line forms 

in front of and through the arrival 

gate C because of the location of 

the escalators 

3 

13. Arrival gate 

A2 not used  

 Used for 

less than 

15% of 

arrivals 

No written rules are on how to 

use A2. Because of frequent 

arrival gate C is more used. 

However, A2 is closer to stands 

70-79 

3 

14. Border 

control 

process 

Dissatisfied 

passenger  

Time 

through 

border 

control  

The border control police control 

how many booths are open. The 

size of both immigration and 

emigration hall are too small for 

5 
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the number of passengers passing 

through 

15. Passenger 

navigating 

through 

terminal  

Dissatisfied 

passenger 

and airline  

Time for 

transfer 

passenger  

The terminal building is very 

crowded during peak hours of the 

day. Many gates are very close to 

each other. Arrival and departure 

passenger flow crosses paths and 

the entrance to immigration hall 

is very narrow 

2 

16.   Information 

about 

transfer 

process 

before 

arriving at 

KEF  

Dissatisfied 

transfer 

passenger  

Transfer 

passenger 

time wasted 

upon arrival  

No information is on KEF 

website for transfer passengers. 

No transfer service desk is 

allocated upon arrival and since 

there is only one terminal, there is 

no transfer passenger flow in the 

signage system 

2 

17.  Information 

flow lacking 

between 

Isavia and 

airlines in 

the process  

Dissatisfied 

Isavia and 

airline staff 

Frequency 

of mistakes 

in the 

process and 

transfer 

passenger 

time 

Both parties are under much 

pressure when the most critical 

transfer passengers are arriving  

3 

 

Now all issues marked with numbers in the current state process described above have been 

described, with a qualitative and a numerical assessment as well as given numbers from one 

to five to represent the impact the issue has on the overall transfer passenger process at KEF. 

From the issue documentation the next step is to provide suggestions for improvements that 

can be made on these current issues in the process. 
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7 Analysis and suggestions for 

improvements 

Figure 7.1 shows a fishbone diagram that is made from the issue documentation and impact 

assessment described above. The root cause of most issues present in the current state 

processes can be linked to a method and materials. Methods in the transfer passenger time 

are not well defined, tasks are performed based on employee’s experience and personal 

knowledge is used instead of clear rules in writing. Methods regarding transfer passenger 

time at KEF are also complicated because of how many parties are participants in the 

process. 

 

Figure 7.1 Fishbone Diagram for Transfer Passenger Process at KEF 

When the problems that occurred in the process had been accounted for and analyzed the 

fishbone diagram was used as a tool to identify where in the process possibilities were for 

improvements. 

In this research only issues regarding method and materials will be designed a possible 

solution for. Suggestions made for issues raised in this research are not the only solutions 

possible to improve the transfer passenger process and continues improvements must be 

made to the entire process if the airport wants to grow as a transfer airport between USA and 

Europe. Following are the suggestions for improvements presented in themes, the themes 

are Isavia personal, Airport facilities, airline and ground handling, Fast track procedure and 

information flow.  
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Isavia personal  

1.Stand allocation based on transfer passenger time 

2 Gate allocation based on transfer passenger flow 

For effective working on improving transfer passenger time at KEF written procedures 

should be implemented for stand and gate allocation with transfer passenger flow in mind. 

Priority is set on passenger flow inside the terminal. Educating the staff on passenger flow 

inside the terminal and making them understand the importance of gate allocation based on 

transfer passenger flow can help with this. Having a visual system that shows passenger 

traffic in the terminal and waiting times in all congested- and bottlenecks areas offers 

continuous education on the situation in the terminal. The airport already owns a forecast 

system that can predict passenger flow through the terminal that is not currently implemented 

into Terminal Operations Control Center. 

Airport facilities  

11. Arrival bus gates C, D and E entrances too small 

12. Arrival bus gate C poorly utilized,  

13. Arrival bus gate A2 not used 

All bus gate entrances are single door entrances. One solution is to make the door entrances 

bigger, double doors for example. At arrival gate C a double emergency exit already exists 

and there the suggestion is to change the double door into an arrival gate C entrance. To 

improve the utilization of the arrival bus gate C it is recommended to change the location of 

the entrance door and a new passenger signage system is proposed. All Schengen arrival 

aircrafts on the east side of the terminal are located closer to A2 than arrival gate C. Make 

bus department allocate Schengen arrivals during peak hours on stands 70-79 to arrival bus 

gate A2.  Since it is not possible in a short time to build a new and improved border control 

it is possible to change the passenger signage system to be able to accommodate as many 

into the current size of the border control.   

Airline and ground handling  

3. Arrival times not updated 

7. Trouble connecting the passenger boarding bridge to aircraft 

8. Only one staircase used when de-boarding 

The airport can make it impossible for the airline or a representative of the airline to manually 

override the arrival time. Once arrival times are manually confirmed they are not 

automatically updated and must be manually updated every time the arrival time changes. 

Personnel that work with the passenger boarding bridge need to go through a proper training 

before handling the boarding bridge. Inform personnel that there will be repercussions if 

they do not stow the bridge properly after usage, which can cause delays, mistakes and 

damages. The airport can inform and encourage airlines to use two stairs while boarding and 

de-boarding and make it a requirement.  
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Fast Track procedure  

4. Selection of Fast Track passenger 

5. On-board announcements 

9. Handing out Fast Track tickets  

10. Fast Track name confusing passengers 

The time to apply for a Fast Track can be reduced or once an airline has applied and received 

approval for Fast Track, they can change for which passengers the airline uses the Fast Track. 

Isavia must make clear rules for airlines that if they want the Fast Track option to be 

available, they must make announcements on board before landing and collect information 

from the crew if the announcement was made or not. Continuous improvements must be 

made on the information in these announcements. Suggestions are to stop distribution of Fast 

Track tickets. Rather to emphasize the importance of on-board announcements and to 

transform the Fast Track tickets into a more technical solution. Place screens in both 

immigration and emigration hall above the Fast Track lane with information on passengers 

from which origin to which destination can process through the Fast Track lane. The name 

Fast Track is used in many priority processes available via payment. The name should be 

changes so that it better describes the intent of the process. 

Information Flow 

6. Information flow between TOPS and PAX service 

15. Passenger navigating through terminal 

16: Information about transfer passenger process before arriving at KEF 

Changes need to be made to work out instructions and procedures for improvements to 

become successfully implemented to the transfer passenger process at KEF. The changes 

need to state that it is only possible to inform passenger service of arrival of Fast Track 

passengers via email. Passenger service needs to be made responsible for acting on and 

preparing the border control hall if they receive a message from TOPS. Implement a system 

to be able to track passengers from their origin to their departure gate, to be able to analyze 

further where improvements can be made. The entrance to immigration is small, it can be 

made larger and changes can be made to the passenger signage system through the terminal. 

Adding information on the KEF airport website for transfer passengers arriving at KEF 

would provide more information for passengers traveling through the airport. 

These are suggestions for improvement to be made to the process, actions that need to be 

taken further and implemented to the process. Some are more complex and time-consuming 

than others, which take perhaps quicker to implement but are more expensive for the airport. 

Not all suggestions for improvement were taken to the implementation phase of the business 

process management cycle. The few suggestions implemented will now be described. 
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8 Redesign and implementation  

Now some of the suggestions put forward in chapter seven are implemented and the impact 

of those changes assessed. It was clear that some improvements could be implemented quite 

quickly and with minimal cost and some would be costly or time-consuming like to build a 

new terminal in KEF. Business process management is all about continuous improvement 

and that certainly applies to any process at the airport as well and to get people to be for the 

changes and not against them. Implementing small changes with minimal costs was the focus 

in this phase of the research. The following suggestions for issues were implemented, and 

new total transfer passenger time was measured after improvements had been implemented.  

8. Only one staircase used when de-boarding 

11. Arrival bus gates C, D and E entrances too small 

12. Arrival bus gate C poorly utilized 

13. Arrival bus gate A2 not use 

4.  Selection of Fast Track passenger 

5. On-board announcement 

9. Handing out Fast Track tickets 

10. Fast Track name confusing  

First, issue number 8 will be addressed, the issue of only one staircase being used when de-

boarding at a remote stand. The issue of airline only using one staircase when passengers 

disembark the aircraft was tackled by showing the airline the benefits of using two staircases 

while disembarking and making them understand that by only using one it affects the bus 

department and bus availability during peak hours. Now every time the airline uses one 

staircase it is recorded as a deviation from the procedures on operating passenger aircraft on 

remote stands. New measures were made in April 2019 for contact, remote and walk-in/out 

stands to see if the procedure of using two staircases had led to increased capacity in boarding 

and de-boarding on remote stands. This issue of using one staircase still happens from time 

to time and it is important to keep reminding the airline of using two staircases while 

boarding/de-boarding on remote stands. New average disembarking and de-boarding times 

are shown in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1 Updated Times it takes to Disembark and De-board an Aircraft 

Stand Type  Average 

Disembarking 

Time 

Average de-boarding 

time: From stand to 

terminal 

N 

Contact Stands  00:08:14 00:09:01 15 

Remote Stands  0:06:38 0:10:01 15 

Walk-in/out stand 00:09:03 00:09:25 10 
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Table 8.1 shows that disembarking is still lowest at remote stands. However, when the 

transportation time is added to the disembarking time at remote stands, the total new de-

boarding time is 10 minutes, which is still an improvement on average of 1 minute per de-

boarding at a remote stand from prior measurements. The de-boarding time is significantly 

lower than before as it went from being on average 12 minutes down to 9 minutes. The de-

boarding time at stand 10 and at the walk-in/out stands is just as good as the de-boarding 

time at contact stands. During all the 10 observations the airline only used one staircase 

while de-boarding. Therefore, there are possibilities in reducing that total de-boarding time 

even more at walk-in/out stand. 

The utilization on gate A2, issue number 13 was one part of solving the congestion in front 

of gate C during peak hours. Figure 8.1 shows the utilization of gate A2 from 1st of January 

2019 to the 20th of April 2019. The figure shows that the utilization has increased by 1 % 

since the observation and therefore there is not a statistically significant difference. 

However, there are not buses lining up in front of arrival gate C any more. That can be caused 

by the other change made to the arrival bus gate C.    

 

Figure 8.1 New arrival bus gate usage for bus arrival at gate A2 and C 

The effect of changes made to the setup of gate C, effects of implementing suggestions for 

improvements on issues number 11 and 12 are shown in Table 8.2. There was already a 

double door at gate C, only used for emergencies, better located than the single entrance 

door that was used for gate C and therefore it was not a very costly change to the arrival 

gate. The double door was changed to be able to work as the main entrance at gate C and a 

small passenger signage system was put in place to make the utilization of the gate better. 

Measurements were made on the average throughput time from when the first passenger 

disembarked the bus until the last passenger had entered the single entrance door, and new 

measurements were made with using the emergency double door entrance and then the 

measurements compared were also made by using both doors. 

 

84%

16%

C A2
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Table 8.2 Average Passenger Distribution between, before and after at Gate C 

Door used: Average time Average 

PAX/sec 

PAX 

Stair 

% 

PAX 

escalator% 

Before: Single door 

 

 

00:01:15 1,2 20% 80% 

After: Emergency exit: new 

double entrance  

  

 

00:00:46 1,4 39% 61% 

After: Single door and 

emergency exit 

 

 

00:00:37 1,6 40% 60% 

 

After the changes were made to the entrance at gate C, the utilization of the gate in the 

terminal got better with the use of the emergency exit. The emergency exit is, as mentioned, 

a double door entry. Measures were also done with using both doors. Once the C bus gate 

entrance was changed into a double entrance, a new passenger guidance system was placed 

in front of the escalator with the aim to force passengers to first walk past the stairs. Figure 

8.2 shows the simple added passenger guidance system that changed the passenger flow and 

the utilization of the stairs. Green arrows indicate new passenger flow and red arrows 

indicate how the passenger flow was before changes. 
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Figure 8.2 New Entrance, Added Passenger Guidance System and Improved Flow at 

Arrival Bus Gate C 

Issues 4, 5, 9 and 10 are all parts of the overall Fast Track passenger process and the 

implementation period is still ongoing.  

Changes that have been implemented and have shown positive results are; the name has been 

changed to Express Connection to deviate from the priority in security control - it is the same 

name used at many other airports for critical transfer passengers through border control. A 

transformation has been made in handing out Fast Track tickets with a more technical 

solution with screens in immigration and emigration. These transformations still need to be 

tested during peak hours in July/August 2019. The changes have proven difficult for some 

participants in the process. The location of the new Express Connection lane was moved in 

the emigration hall. However, not all parties agree on the new location. A new procedure 

through border control was presented and implemented.  

The transfer passenger process on remote stands is mostly affected by these changes 

discussed above. New measurements were made on the total transfer passenger time to see 

if any changes made effect on the total transfer passenger time through KEF. New 

measurements are divided into Schengen origin traveling to a non-Schengen destination and 

non-Schengen origin traveling to a Schengen destination.  
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9 Total transfer passenger time 

In this chapter updated performance measures are presented after changes have been made 

to the process. A new and updated total transfer time is measured for both Schengen arrival 

transfer passengers traveling to a non-Schengen destination and non-Schengen arrival 

transfer passengers traveling to a Schengen destination. 

9.1 Schengen to Non-Schengen 

An updated total transfer passenger time was documented for 50 different connections in 

April 2019; the results are shown in Figure 9.1.  

 

Figure 9.1 Total Transfer Passenger Time for a Schengen Origin Passenger Traveling to a 

non-Schengen Destination. 

The biggest improvements implemented to the Schengen to non-Schengen connection are 

on the process for transfer passengers arriving on an aircraft allocated to remote stands and 

the Fast Track - now Express Connection - process. Arrival gate C has been changed. The 

utilization of arrival gate A2 has not improved since the first observation results were 

introduced. The new minimum total transfer time measured at KEF was 20 minutes and the 

maximum transfer time measured was 1 hour and 30 minutes. The most frequent transfer 

time is 35 to 40 minutes. 

The measures of total transfer time were compared before and after the changes were made, 

to understand if there had been any changes to the previous average. See Table 9.1. 
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Table 9.1 Average Transfer Passenger Cycle Time Before and After Changes. Connection 

Route 3; Schengen to non-Schengen. 

Before: 

Average total Transfer 

passenger time 

After: 

Average total Transfer 

passenger time 

00:41:47 00:41:12 

 

Table 9.1 shows the average transfer times before and after changes were implemented for 

Schengen arriving transfer passengers traveling to a non-Schengen destination  

The passenger arrives at the terminal on the second level and must go through the emigration 

hall before proceeding to the boarding gate of the departure flight. The process from arrival 

gate to departure gate also includes a secondary search for 10% of the passengers traveling 

to the USA as well as that all transfer passenger traveling to a USA destination must be 

interviewed at KEF before boarding the departing aircraft.  

Since the previous measurements, a step has been added to the transfer passenger process 

traveling to the USA, as USA is the most frequent destination for transfer passengers arriving 

from a Schengen origin. Now all transfer passengers must be interviewed at KEF airport by 

certified staff before they can enter the USA. Despite this added step to the process the total 

transfer time has not increased. These interviews were added as a requirement by the USA 

after the first measurements, which can explain why there is not much difference in the 

measurements before and after the changes because the change in arrival gate C should have 

made a bigger impact on the total transfer passenger time. 

9.2 Non- Schengen to Schengen  

The improvements implemented that affect the non-Schengen to Schengen connection are 

not as many as the Schengen to non-Schengen connection. However, there was put more 

importance on improving the information flow, better setup in the immigration hall, new use 

of the priority Fast Track - now called Express Connection. A new and updated total transfer 

passenger time at KEF in 2019 for non-Schengen origin to a Schengen destination were 

documented for 53 different connections. This updated total transfer time is shown in Figure 

9.2. The average total non-Schengen to Schengen transfer time is now 32 minutes. The 

maximum documented time was 1 hour and 10 minutes and the minimum connecting time 

documented was only 10 minutes. 
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Figure 9.2 Total Transfer Passenger Time for a non-Schengen passenger traveling to a 

Schengen destination, Connection Route 1. 

The average time before and after the changes were compared to understand the impact these 

changes made to the process of total transfer passenger time arriving from a non-Schengen 

origin, see Table 9.2. 

Table 9.2 Average Total Transfer Passenger Time Before and After Changes. Non-

Schengen arrival to a Schengen destination 

Before: 

Average total Transfer 

passenger time 

After:  

Average total Transfer 

passenger time  

00:35:50 00:32:15 

 

Table 9.2 shows that the total transfer time has improved by 2 minutes. The passengers arrive 

in the morning at KEF on the first floor - the non-Schengen part of the terminal. Passengers 

must proceed to immigration hall on the second floor of the terminal. Once the passengers 

pass the immigration inspection, they are free to proceed to their departure gate. The 

improvements that were made have therefore impacted the process more for non-Schengen 

passengers traveling to a Schengen destination. 
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10 Discussion  

In the beginning of the research it was known that the transfer passenger process at Keflavík 

international airport could be improved in many ways and it was thought to be impacting the 

on-time performance of airlines with scheduled flights to and from KEF. Transfer passenger 

process at KEF is a process involving different stakeholders at different times in the process 

and affects the airport’s operation in many ways. That makes the complexities of the transfer 

passenger process very high. Workshops and interviews with all relevant participants in the 

process, employees from Isavia, airlines and ground handling companies operating at KEF 

shed light on the importance of mapping up the process from beginning to end. This is to 

make the process more efficient and to improve elements involved in the process that 

hopefully would help the airlines’ on-time performance at the airport and thereby reduce 

costs for both the airline and the airport. By analyzing the process, many issues in the process 

are identified. Once issues are known, it is possible to make suggestions for improvements 

and implement. Issues identified were, for example, communications problems broadly 

present in the process.  

Key elements, bottlenecks and constraints in the process were identified and analyzed. Then 

the average passenger transfer time at KEF was measured, for both non-Schengen origin 

traveling to a Schengen destination and Schengen origin traveling to a non-Schengen 

destination, connection routes 1 and 3. The reason for focusing on those connection routes 

was because of the process inside the terminal and because those are the most frequent and 

critical connections at KEF. The processes and required steps that passengers must go 

through depends on the arrival origin and the departure destination. Connection routes that 

do not mix origins and destinations, Schengen to Schengen and non-Schengen to non-

Schengen can go directly from their arrival gate to the departure gate. During the observation 

inside the terminal it was clear that throughput and the times a passenger spends during peak 

hours at the airport at facilitates such as border control, secondary search and profiling are 

known. However, the passenger’s path from the arrival gate to the departure gate is not 

known, unless a specific transfer passenger is followed manually. Therefore, it is difficult 

for the airport to understand how passengers find their way on their journey through KEF.  

It became clear when conducting the research that to be able to analyze the entire transfer 

passenger process at KEF this had to be done manually, as at least some steps of the process 

had to be done on-site or with the help of airport cameras and reports from the airport system. 

It was clear that the airport alone, as of now, is not able to thoroughly analyze the entire 

transfer passenger journey once a passenger disembarks the arrival aircraft until a passenger 

embarks the departure flight. It is important for the airport’s future research and analysis to 

have a tool to collect data on the transfer passenger journey once they enter the terminal and 

board a departure flight. This is necessary for more accurate analyses inside the terminal as 

well as to improve the monitor system out on apron to be able to improve measurements out 

on apron.  

It was interesting to see, from interviewees, workshops and observations, that all the 

different stakeholders in the process have a different view on what needs to be improved and 

what is important in the process. That can be due to that the stakeholders begin their 
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participation at different parts of the transfer passenger process, which makes it difficult for 

implementations and small improvements to be successfully implemented. Therefore, the 

airport must work closely with all relevant stakeholders in the transfer passenger process for 

it to be improved and to be able to see a positive impact on the on-time performance at KEF. 

That just underlines how important it is to work towards continuous improvements with all 

stakeholders. It was interesting to see how much the transfer passenger process relies on 

communication between all participants in the process and how vital the information flow to 

the transfer passengers is to the process at KEF. The airport is, at times, operating on 

employees’ experiences rather than by common rules, which at times can cause more issues 

than if relying on methods and facts. It was interesting to see how every shift within each 

operation at the airport seems to do things slightly different. It is important to write clear 

procedures in an environment like the airport that operates with many different shifts that 

might all work in their own different way. It is crucial for the airport to aim at continuous 

improvements and work to attain the best possible transfer passenger flow at Keflavík 

International Airport.  

Scholars have also mentioned the many issues of bottlenecks and congestions that proved to 

be present in the process of transfer passenger process at KEF. For example, the issues of 

entrances (Handel & Borrmann, 2018; Schmidt, 2017; Vanumu et al, 2017; Zografos et al, 

2013), junctions/narrow hallways (Handel & Borrmann, 2018; Vanumu et al, 2017), stairs 

(Schmidt, 2017; Vanumu et al, 2017), escalators (Handel & Borrmann, 2018; Vanumu et al, 

2017) and border control (Vanumu et al, 2017) where fiscal barriers are present in the 

process. Additionally, bottlenecks and congestions were present in the process of transfer 

passenger process at KEF due to the airport’s rules and regulations being an obligation in 

the transfer passengers cycle time from arrival to departure 

The aircraft process is similar to begin with as Schmidt, M. (2017) described. However, after 

passengers disembark the aircraft the critical path described by Schmidt, M. (2017) does not 

reflect the results from the analysis at KEF. The aircraft is at times not ready when the 

departure gate has been closed and all passengers have embarked the aircraft. This correlates 

with numbers put forward by Eurocontrol (2018) on facilities efficacy as congestions at 

airports where big causes for delay caused by late arrival of an aircraft. At KEF that delay 

causes transfer passenger to be late to embark a departure flight and leads to a delay in the 

departure flight. However, other factors such as ground operation, technical issues, weather 

and air traffic were mentioned as causes for delays.  

It was discovered that at KEF airport, just like many other airports, the operation looks at 

embarking and disembarking as the factors that impact on-time performance greatly. 

However, the measurements show that often a departure flight was delayed even though the 

boarding departure gate had been closed for some time and therefore there are some other 

underlying issues that are causing the delay of the departure of the aircraft.  

KEF environment has changed more than was expected since the prior measurements were 

conducted and therefore some unforeseen elements effected the measured cycle transfer 

passenger time after changes were implemented to the process. The biggest impacts were 

due to the ceased operation of the second largest airline with scheduled flights to and from 

KEF in the end of March 2019, as well as the new requirements and added steps that must 

be followed for passengers traveling to any USA destination, which impacts the connection 

route 3. These changes are just a reminder that airports and aviation operations are a 

continuously changing environment. 
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11 Conclusions 

In this chapter the answers to the questions the author looked to answer in this research will 

be discussed. The first research question put forward is the following 

What is the current status of the transfer passenger process at KEF? Is there a difference 

in arrival and transfer process at KEF when using remote stands or contact stands?  

The question is answered in chapter five, where the current status of the arrival aircraft and 

transfer passenger process at KEF is mapped up with Business process management 

methodology in mind. The process starts before the aircraft lands at KEF, then passengers 

must go through the arrival aircraft process before transfer passengers disembarking the 

aircraft and proceed to the terminal process where transfer passengers embark their departure 

flight. Current issues in the process is partly a lack of an overview of the entire transfer 

passenger process at KEF. The cycle time a transfer passenger has at KEF is short and 

therefore transfer passengers affect the on-time performance of a departure flight. From 

observation, interviews the process was mapped up. Once issues current in the process had 

been identified and categories by using the 6Ms method it was apparent that most issues in 

the transfer passenger process could be linked to method or material. It is apparent from 

mapping up the current process many possibilities for improvements are crucial to the 

transfer passenger process.   

The sub question is regarding if there is a difference in the process when using remote stands 

or contact stand. The time it takes an aircraft to drive from runway to remote and contact 

stands did not show a statistically significant difference. However, the time it takes to 

disembark the aircraft is 50% quicker on remote stands than on contact stands. Although, 

when adding the transportation factor to remote stand time there is not much difference 

between contact and remote stands, the remote stand capacity is slightly higher than at 

contact stands. There is more potential in reducing the total de-boarding time at remote 

stands, for example, by using two staircases. However, once the capacity is compared by 

passenger per minute at contact stands and at remote stands it is apparent that the remote 

stands have more capacity than contact stand. By just comparing the disembarking time the 

contact stand has half the capacity of remote stands. Therefore, the walk-in/out stand is the 

best option, because passengers walk straight from the bottom of the stairs after 

disembarking the aircraft to the arrival gate and enter the terminal. There needs to be 

additional time for transportation at remote stands because of the location passengers 

walking time is less than walking time through a passenger boarding bridge at a contact stan.  

The second research question put forward is the following: 

What improvements can be made to the transfer passenger process at KEF?  

The question asks what improvements can be made to the transfer passenger process at KEF. 

It is answered in chapter seven. There, suggestions for improvements are made to the issues 

put forward in chapter with issue documentation and impact assessment. The improvements 

made to the process have to do with attaining smoother transfer passenger flow, improve 
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congested areas and work on eliminating unnecessary bottlenecks from the transfer 

passenger process and/or reducing the total cycle transfer passenger time at KEF. 

The third research question put forward is the following:  

After implementing improvements how did that affect the transfer passenger process at 

KEF?  

The last question is related to the redesign and implementation of the improvements and how 

that affected the arrival and transfer passenger process at KEF. This question is partly 

answered in chapter eight and nine. The performance measures, transfer passenger cycle 

time shows the total average transfer passenger time at KEF, from the time of arrival of an 

aircraft at KEF until the transfer passenger reaches the departure flight gate.  

The before and after implementation total transfer passenger time measured for passenger 

traveling to non-Schengen destination only improved on average about one minute and that 

could be related to required steps added for USA destinations to the process in late 2018 

before the second observations where conducted. The before and after measured time for 

connection route 1 improved by almost three minutes on average and the implementation 

made that had the most impact is the change in arrival bus gate C.  Total transfer passenger 

time is on average significantly lower for connection route 1, non-Schengen to Schengen 

compared to connection route 3, Schengen to non-Schengen. The difference can be a direct 

result of that the transfer passenger process for connection route 3, which includes mostly 

USA destinations have more required steps in the process and therefore more complexity 

level, bottlenecks and less smooth flow rate of the transfer passengers process.  

11.1 Future Research  

As has previously been discussed in this thesis, the problem is very complicated. The airport 

must aim at continuous improvements to the transfer passenger process to achieve their 

operational goals to be a gateway between Europe and America.  

New measurements must be done since there have been many changes at KEF airport since 

the measurements were made post changes in the passenger flow. For example, the largest 

airline with scheduled flights to and from the airport has changed the distribution of 

scheduled arrivals and departures of their flights and therefore the aircraft and passenger 

flow through the airport and terminal has changed. New transfer time measurements need to 

be done at KEF during high summer season - from mid-July to August - to be able to see the 

complete effect of the implementation. For future research, a simulation model could be 

made of the transfer passenger process and therefrom it could be further analyzed. 
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